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THE ART OF 
FINE HULL MAKING

Centuries ago, when Aleuts and Inuits de-
signed their kayaks, they did not have modern 
technologies available. They had to do it for 
the reason to survive. The kayak hulls designed 
by them were perfect – they returned home 
alive and with food. 25 years ago, when two 
competition paddlers started Tahe Outdoors, 
they did not have any experience in kayak hull 
designing, but they did have willpower and 
friends.

First faxed drawing of kayak hull design and knowhow they 
got from friends from Finnish Canoe Federation, they produced 
their fi rst kayaks, which they named Mari and they were mas-
terpieces. That is how the story started.

When we talk about kayak hull making then we take into ac-
count two factors, which are hull designing and hull manu-
facturing. Engineering education does not give the designer 
automatically skills for hull designing. Passion, experience and 
talent are keywords when we describe a great hull designer. 
We proudly can say all these words, when we describe our 

colleagues, who design hulls for our kayaks. Every millimeter 
has to be carefully calculated and tested. As important as 
every millimeter in hull design is also every millimeter in hull 
manufacturing. We are dedicated to details both in terms of 
construction and performance. This is why we spend so much 
time on the development process. Our passion refl ects in every 
single millimeter of the hull, which gives a feeling of perfect 
craftsmanship to our customers. We always care about feed-
back of our testers. We always care about our customers, as 
reputation and trust are the most important keywords in water-
sport industry. Our mission is to change your lifestyle and we 
do our utmost to reach this goal!

Janek Pohla,
President of Tahe Outdoors
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INNOVATION
THAT

EMPOWERS YOU
Zegul product range is targeted for more advanced and dedi-
cated paddlers. Zegul also features different styles of kayaks 
like fast racing boats, play boats and of course the famous 
Greenland series. Quality is reflected in every single detail. 
Carefully designed and tested hulls offer excellent perfor-
mance. Sleek lines and crocodile pattern on kayak decks give 
a really distinctive look to all Zegul models. These high-end 
kayaks are built with only the most innovative and high-tech 
materials. Zegul kayaks built with 3D C-CORE method are 
finished with a clear carbon hull, which takes years of experi-
ence to be done correctly.

In 2012 Zegul launched a new 3 dimensional carbon fabric 
with this construction method, resulting in even tougher and 
stiffer kayaks. 3D C-CORE kayaks are built using full HD LRA 
core lay-up in the kayak hulls.
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This very versatile construction is built using vacuum 
technology, which ensures the best weight/strength 
ratio.

This material lay-up increases durability and stifFness of the kayak, 
absorbing even less energy during paddling and withstanding the 
most challenging environments.

All ZEGUL A-CORE built kayaks are equipped with sandwich rein-
forced keel area - ensuring scratch and impact strength. Hull and deck 
are joined using internally both fi berglass and aramide taping, exter-
nally a very robust aramide taping. All decks are built in sandwich 
construction. (Available for all Zegul kayak models)
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We at Zegul took the well known, Arrow kayaks developed 
Rock Solid construction and improved it even further. It cer-
tainly wasn’t an easy task. Mr. Ilcus from Arrow kayaks was 
a part of the R&D team and carefully inspected all the layers 
at our facilities. After discussion and testing we decided 

This production method combines vacuum infusion technol-
ogy with high performance properties of special marine 
grade epoxy resin and several types of carbon fi ber, car-
bon/aramide and glass multiaxial fabrics to create proba-
bly the highest quality carbon core built kayaks in the indus-
try. These kayaks are even more versatile than the regular 
carbon/aramide and carbon built kayaks on the market.

Kayaks built with this method are fi nished with a clear car-
bon hull, which takes years of experience to be done cor-
rectly From 2012 season we have launched a new 3 di-
mensional carbon fabric into this construction, giving even 
tougher and stiffer kayaks.

The ZEGUL 3D C-CORE kayaks are built using full HD LRA 
core lay-up in the kayak hulls.

to add another layer of glass/kevlar, making the laminate 
even stronger and stiffer. The positioning of the pure kevlar 
keel strip was modifi ed to give even better results. We also 
made improvements on the outer fi nish of the keel strip for a 
smoother and more even result. After thorough tests we are 
convinced that it is a success! 

MULTIAXIAL FABRIC
GLASS/KEVLAR FABRIC
GLASS/KEVLAR FABRIC

SORIC CORE
GLASS/KEVLAR FABRIC

MULTIAXIAL FABRIC
KEVLAR FABRIC

GLASS/KEVLAR FABRIC
ISO-NPG LSE MARINE GEL COAT
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In the 1700’s, Russian sailors sailing the Aleutian 
Islands gave this uniquely-shaped kayak the name 
„Baidarka” meaning „small boat”.

The lower portion of its upswept bow is extremely narrow, allowing 
for clean entry lines, while the upper bow is fuller and wider, increas-
ing buoyancy, causing the Baidarka to rise over the oncoming waves. 
Baidarkas are known for their unusually fast speed. With their Swede 
form shape and high volume stern they produce an incredibly high 
hull speed. Our Baidarka is designed for the paddler who desires a 
unique looking boat with performance, light weight and beauty.

DESIGNED 2011

DESIGNER Zegul team

STANDARD CONSTRUCTION Zegul A-CORE

OPTIONAL CONSTRUCTION Zegul 3D C-CORE
ROCK SOLID

STANDARD FEATURES light weight click-on hatches, thigh pads, aramide 
seam, rubber deck beads, teak deck rigging, 
retractable skeg

OPTIONAL FEATURES aramide reinforced keel strip, compass

LENGHT / WIDTH 548 cm (18’ ) / 55 cm (21¾’’ )

CAPACITY APPROX 140 kg (309 lbs)

COCKPIT 72 × 40 cm (28¼’’ × 15¾’’ )

WEIGHT A-CORE: 24–26 kg (53–57 lbs)
3D C-CORE: 20–22 kg (44–49 lbs)
ROCK SOLID: 24–26 kg (53–57 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10’’ )
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17’’ × 10¼)

RETRACTABLE SKEG

ZEGUL 
BAIDARKA

HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

Shallow “V”

COLORS

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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DESIGNED 2012

DESIGNER Hans Friedel / Zegul team

STANDARD CONSTRUCTION Zegul A-CORE

OPTIONAL CONSTRUCTION Zegul 3D C-CORE
ROCK SOLID

STANDARD FEATURES light weight click-on hatches, thigh pads, 
aramide seam, rubber deck beads, 
teak deck rigging, retractable skeg

OPTIONAL FEATURES aramide reinforced keel strip, compass

LENGHT / WIDTH 540 cm (17’7”) / 53 cm (21”)

CAPACITY APPROX 130 kg (287 lbs)

COCKPIT 82 × 42 cm (32¼’’ × 16 ½’’)

WEIGHT A-CORE: 22–24 kg (49–53 lbs)
3D C-CORE: 20–22 kg (44–49lbs)
ROCK SOLID: 22–24 kg (49–53 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10’’)
day-hatch: round hatch 20 cm (8’’)
rear: round hatch 24 cm (10’’)

RETRACTABLE SKEG

In the 1700’s, Russian sailors sailing the Aleutian 
Islands gave this uniquely-shaped kayak the name 
„Baidarka” meaning „small boat”. 

The lower portion of its upswept bow is extremely narrow, allowing 
for clean entry lines, while the upper bow is fuller and wider, increas-
ing buoyancy, causing the Baidarka to rise over the oncoming waves. 
Baidarkas are known for their unusually fast speed. With their Swede 
form shape and high volume stern they produce an incredibly high 
hull speed.

The Baidarka GT introduced for 2012 season is designed keeping 
touring in mind for day/ weekend trips or even a smaller expedi-
tion. The specially designed narrow hull provides you with incredible 
speed, what was one of the original ideas of these extremely d erent 
kayak designs – getting fast from A to B whilst enjoying the ride! The 
best performance of this kayak will appear while paddling downwind 
and in calm waters.

ZEGUL
BAIDARKA GT

HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE COLORS

Shallow “V”

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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DESIGNED 2012

DESIGNER Zegul team 

STANDARD CONSTRUCTION Zegul A-CORE 

OPTIONAL CONSTRUCTION Zegul 3D C-CORE
ROCK SOLID

STANDARD FEATURES light weight click-on hatches, thigh pads, aramide 
seam, rubber deck beads, rudder, retrac table skeg

OPTIONAL FEATURES aramide reinforced keel s trip, compass

LENGHT / WIDTH 550 cm (18’’) / 54 cm (21¼’’)

CAPACITY APPROX 140 kg (309 lbs)

COCKPIT 82 × 42 cm (32¼’‘ × 16 ½’‘)

WEIGHT A-CORE: 25–27 kg (55–60 lbs)
3D C-CORE: 19–21 kg (42–46 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10’’) 
mini-box: round hatch 15 cm (6’’) 
day-hatch: round hatch 15 cm (6’’) 
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17’’ × 10 ¼’’)

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER / RUDDER

The Zegul Velocity is a new boat introduced for 2012. 

The boat is designed to be sporty and fast with  increased stability 
when compared with other boats in its class, it also has good sea 
manners, a generous carrying capacity and the ability to  really go 
fast in a following sea, this is what defi nes this boat against conven-
tional fast tourers. In other words the Zegul Velocity is focused on pad-
dlers that want to cover miles in rough water with the option to carry 
gear for a long haul, do a workout paddle with the boat empty and 
yet still manage surf and manoeuvre effectively.

ZEGUL
VELOCITY

HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

Shallow arch

COLORS

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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DESIGNED 2013

DESIGNER Zegul team / Hans Friedel

STANDARD CONSTRUCTION Zegul A-CORE

OPTIONAL CONSTRUCTION Zegul 3D C-CORE
ROCK SOLID

STANDARD FEATURES light weight click-on hatches, thigh pads, aramide 
seam, rubber deck beads, rudder, retrac table skeg

OPTIONAL FEATURES aramide reinforced keel s trip, compass

LENGHT / WIDTH 550 cm (18’) / 54 cm (21¼’’)

CAPACITY APPROX 140 kg (309 lbs)

COCKPIT 82 × 42 cm (32¼’’ × 16 ½’’)

WEIGHT A-CORE: 24–26 kg (53–57 lbs) 
3D C-CORE: 19–21 kg (42–46 lbs)
ROCK SOLID: 24–26 kg (53–57 lbs) 

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10’’)
mini-box: round hatch 15 cm (6’’)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17’’ × 10 ¼’’)
day-hatch: round hatch 15 cm (6’’)

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER / RUDDER

The revolution of sea kayaking industry is here – The 
new Zegul Searocket is perfectly designed to come 
closer to entry level paddlers with the increased sta-
bility, speed and maneuverability. 

This boat opens up the opportunity to catch waves faster and stand 
out from crowd with confi dence. The Zegul Searocket has an excep-
tional hull design with a combination of high demanded construction, 
which makes the boat acceptable for even beginners. Our Searocket 
can be considered as the peak of the sea kayaking with the most in-
novative materials and latest technology.

ZEGUL 
SEAROCKET

HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE COLORS

Shallow “V”

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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DESIGNED 2014

DESIGNER Zegul team / Hans Friedel

STANDARD CONSTRUCTION Zegul A-CORE 

OPTIONAL CONSTRUCTION Zegul 3D C-CORE
ROCK SOLID

STANDARD FEATURES light weight click-on hatches, thigh pads, aramide 
seam, rubber deck beads, retractable skeg

OPTIONAL FEATURES aramide reinforced keel strip, compass, rudder

LENGHT / WIDTH 500 cm (16’4”) / 56 cm (22”)

CAPACITY APPROX 130 kg (287 lbs)

COCKPIT 86 × 48 cm (34” × 19”)

WEIGHT A-Core: 22–24 kg (49–53 lbs)
3D C-CORE: 19–21 kg (42–46 lbs)
ROCK SOLID: 22–24 kg (49–53 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10’’)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17’’ × 10¼’’)
dayhatch: round hatch 20 cm (8’’)
minibox: round hatch 15 cm (6’’)

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER / SKEG

This boat has been designed to give you the best 
combination of speed and maneuverability. 

Surf playing capability is the Seaskater’s party piece, yet it is stable 
even in the roughest waters. Beginner paddlers can feel safe and com-
fortable in the surf with this boat. At the same time it can challenge 
even the best paddlers and provide them with all the thrills of play 
boating. High number of storage compartments mean you can take 
all the gear you might need.

ZEGUL 
SEASKATER

HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

Hard chine

COLORS

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000

RAL 2011

RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003RAL 1018

PLAY BOATING
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DESIGNED 2014

DESIGNER Hans Friedel

STANDARD CONSTRUCTION Zegul A-CORE

OPTIONAL CONSTRUCTION Zegul 3D C-CORE
ROCK SOLID

STANDARD FEATURES light weight click-on hatches, thigh pads, aramide 
seam, rubber deck beads, retractable skeg

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, aramide reinforced keelstrip

LENGHT / WIDTH 540 cm (17’7”) / 51 cm (20”)

CAPACITY APPROX 100 kg (220 lbs)

COCKPIT 60 × 40 cm (23¾” × 15¾”)

WEIGHT A-CORE: 19–21 kg (42–46 lbs)
3D C-CORE: 16–18 kg (35–40 lbs)
ROCK SOLID: 19–21 kg (42–46 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10”)
rear: round hatch 24 cm (10”)

RETRACTABLE SKEG

You have to try out this kayak if you are into Green-
land style of paddling. 

Maybe one of the most well recognized kayaks on the market today. 
With the classic lines and low volume it has given many paddlers the 
joy and the interest of trying something new, or go “back to basics” 
traditional design. Zegul Greenland style kayaks have particularly 
low volume and a tight fi t to Your body, which gives You a full control 
of what You are doing and provides You with the feeling of being 
closer to water than ever. Greenland style kayaks are designed with 
classic lines, with the hard chine all the way along the V-bottomed 
hull. The kayak decks are designed with low back deck for easy laid 
back rolls, and rather low volume of the front deck to help you on 
the forward rolls. The rocker in the hull design is to ease maneuvers. 
The Zegul Greenland is designed for paddlers who want to make the 
Greenland rolls look easy.

SPECIALTY

ZEGUL 
GREENLAND

HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

Hard chine

COLORS

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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DESIGNED 2014

DESIGNER Zegul team

STANDARD CONSTRUCTION Zegul A-CORE

OPTIONAL CONSTRUCTION Zegul 3D C-CORE
ROCK SOLID

STANDARD FEATURES light weight click-on hatches, thigh pads,
aramide seam, rubber deck beads,
retractable skeg

OPTIONAL FEATURES aramide reinforced keel strip, compass

LENGHT / WIDTH 540 cm (17’8½”) / 54 cm (21¼”)

CAPACITY APPROX 135 kg (298 lbs)

COCKPIT 82 × 42 cm (32¼” × 16½”)

WEIGHT A-CORE: 21,5–23,5 kg (47–51 lbs)
3D-CORE 17–19 kg (38–42 lbs)
ROCK SOLID: 21,5–23,5 kg (47–51 lbs)

STORAGE front:round hatch 24 cm (10’)
rear:oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17’ × 10¼”)
day hatch: 15 cm (6’)

RETRACTABLE SKEG

This is the kayak You have to try out if you are into 
Greenland style of paddling. 

With the classic lines and low volume it has given many paddlers the 
joy and the interest of trying something new, or go “back to basics” 
traditional design. Zegul Greenland style kayaks have particularly 
low volume and a tight fi t to Your body, which gives You a full control 
of what You are doing and provides You with the feeling of being clos-
er to water than ever. The Greenland style kayaks are designed with 
classic lines, with the hard chine all the way along the V-bottomed 
hull. The kayak decks are designed with low back deck for easy laid 
back rolls, and rather low volume of the front deck to help you on the 
forward rolls. The rocker in the hull design is to ease maneuvers. We 
built this model at the request of the customers who wanted to use the 
Greenland for longer trips and who wanted a roomier cockpit. There 
are no limits for paddlers any longer in Greenland range.

ZEGUL 
GREENLAND T

HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE COLORS

Hard chine

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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DESIGNED 2013

DESIGNER Hans Friedel

STANDARD CONSTRUCTION Zegul A-CORE

OPTIONAL CONSTRUCTION Zegul 3D C-CORE
ROCK SOLID

STANDARD FEATURES light weight click-on hatches, thigh pads,
aramide seam, rubber deck beads

OPTIONAL FEATURES aramide reinforced keel strip, compass

LENGHT / WIDTH 545 cm (17’10’’) / 54 cm (21’’)

CAPACITY APPROX 135 kg (298 lbs)

COCKPIT 82 × 45 cm (32¼’’ × 17¾’’)

WEIGHT A-CORE: 22–24 kg (48–53 lbs)
3D C-CORE: 17–19 kg (38–42 lbs)
ROCK SOLID: 22–24 kg (48–53 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10”)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)
day hatch: 15 cm (6’’)

RETRACTABLE SKEG

You have to try this kayak if you are into Greenland 
style of paddling. 

Greenland is one of the most well recognized kayaks on the market 
today. With the classic lines and low volume it has given many pad-
dlers the joy and the interest of trying something new, or go “back to 
basics” traditional design. Zegul Greenland style kayaks have particu-
larly low volume and a tight fi t to Your body, which gives You a full 
control of what You are doing and provides You with the feeling of be-
ing closer to water than ever. We built this model at the request of the 
customers who wanted to use the Greenland for longer trips and who 
wanted a larger cockpit. The Greenland GT is based on our original 
Greenland model, the increased width adds stability, while maintain-
ing the characteristics that have made the original Greenland famous. 
We added the day-hatch and enlarged the rear hatch, increasing its 
storage capacity, then gave it a keyhole cockpit for easier entrance 
and exit.

ZEGUL
GREENLAND GT

HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE COLORS

Hard chine

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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DESIGNED 2013

DESIGNER Nicolai Ilcus

STANDARD CONSTRUCTION Zegul A-CORE

OPTIONAL CONSTRUCTION Zegul 3D C-CORE
ROCK SOLID

STANDARD FEATURES light weight click-on hatches, thigh pads, aramide 
seam, rubber deck beads, retractable skeg

OPTIONAL FEATURES Aramide reinforced keel strip, compass, rudder

LENGHT / WIDTH 514 cm (16”) / 54 cm (21¼”)

CAPACITY APPROX 156 kg (344 lbs)

COCKPIT 82,5 x 42 cm (32½” x 16½”)

WEIGHT A-CORE: 25-27 kg (55-60 lbs)
3D C-CORE: 22-25 kg (48-55 lbs)
ROCK SOLID: 25-27 kg (55-60 lbs)

STORAGE Front, Round Hatch: 24 cm (10”)
Day-hatch: Round Hatch: 15 cm (6”)
Rear, Oval Hatch: 44 x 26 cm (17” x 10¼”)

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER / SKEG

Zegul Arrow Play HV is the highest volume version of 
the Arrow Play kayaks. 

It is a performance sea kayak for maneuvering and playing in the sea. 
Play HV’s hard chine hull has a high degree of rocker and a high vol-
ume bow. The mid-section has a slightly rounded hull profi le, making 
it very smooth form edge to edge. It is an excellent kayak for day trips 
and longer overnight getaways.

ZEGUL ARROW 
PLAY HV

HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE COLORS

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011

PLAY BOATING

Shallow arch
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DESIGNED 2013

DESIGNER Nicolai Ilcus

STANDARD CONSTRUCTION Zegul A-CORE

OPTIONAL CONSTRUCTION Zegul 3D C-CORE
ROCK SOLID

STANDARD FEATURES light weight click-on hatches, thigh pads, aramide 
seam, rubber deck beads, retractable skeg

OPTIONAL FEATURES aramide reinforced keel strip, compass, rudder

LENGHT / WIDTH 517 cm (17”) / 53,5 cm (21”)

CAPACITY APPROX 150 kg (331 lbs)

COCKPIT 81 x 41,5 cm (31½” x 16¼” )

WEIGHT A-CORE: 24-26 kg (53-57 lbs)
3D C-CORE: 21-24 kg (46-53 lbs)
ROCK SOLID: 24-26 kg (53-57 lbs)

STORAGE Front, Round Hatch: 24 cm (10�)
Mini-box: Round Hatch: 20 cm (8�)
Day-hatch: Round Hatch: 15 cm (6�)
Rear, Oval Hatch: 44 x 26 cm (17� x 10¼”)

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER / SKEG

Arrow Play MV is a performance sea kayak, devel-
oped specially for maneuvering and Playing in the sea. 

It is also an excellent kayak for day trips and longer overnight getaways. 
The hull has signifi cant rocker and volume in the bow to avoid diving 
when riding down the wave. The mid section has a slightly rounded 
profi le making it very smooth form edge to edge. This combined with the 
hard chines make the Play a joy to paddle whether you enjoy the rough 
stuff or just want a sea kayak that responds instantly to your moves. We 
have spent hundreds of hours with development, research and testing 
the Play MV model. In the past four years the Play has proven to be very 
popular sea kayak over scandinavia.

In 2013 we have redesigned the deck and bow making the deck look 
smoother with softer lines, especially the front deck has a lower appear-
ance and will catch less wind. The deck line outfi tting has been made 
more practical and the overhang in the bow has been lowered and ex-
tended. The key selling point for the Play MV is versatility – it fi ts wide 
range of paddlers in almost all skill levels. It is stable without sacrifi c-
ing maneuverability and speed.storage capacity, then gave it a keyhole 
cockpit for easier entrance and exit.

ZEGUL ARROW 
PLAY MV

HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE COLORS

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011

PLAY BOATING

Shallow arch
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DESIGNED 2013

DESIGNER Nicolai Ilcus

STANDARD CONSTRUCTION Zegul A-CORE

OPTIONAL CONSTRUCTION Zegul 3D C-CORE
ROCK SOLID

STANDARD FEATURES light weight click-on hatches, thigh pads, aramide 
seam, rubber deck beads, retractable skeg

OPTIONAL FEATURES aramide reinforced keel strip, compass, rudder

LENGHT / WIDTH 509 cm (16’8”) / 53,5 cm (21”)

CAPACITY APPROX 145 kg (320 lbs)

COCKPIT 81 x 41,5 cm (31½” x 16¼” )

WEIGHT A-CORE: 24-26 kg (53-57 lbs)
3D C-CORE: 21-24 kg (46-53 lbs)
ROCK SOLID: 24-26 kg (53-57 lbs)

STORAGE Front, Round Hatch: 24 cm (10�)
Mini-box: Round Hatch: 20 cm (8�)
Day-hatch: Round Hatch: 15 cm (6�)
Rear, Oval Hatch: 44 x 26 cm (17� x 10¼”)

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER / SKEG

The LV is a smaller version of the Zegul Arrow Play 
MV, the hull is cut lower and it is slightly shorter.  

The Play LV gives the smaller paddler a tighter fi t resulting in more con-
trol and feel for the kayak. The hull has a high degree of rocker and a 
fairly high volume in the bow. The mid section has a slightly rounded 
hull profi le making it very smooth form edge to edge. This combined 
with the hard chines makes the Play LV a joy to paddle whether you 
enjoy the rough stuff or just want a kayak that responds instantly to 
your moves. The edge is rock solid and the Play LV has a very nice 
glide though the water.

We have spent hundreds of hours with development, research and 
testing with the original Play MV model. The Zegul Arrow Play LV 
benefi ts from its larger siblings tests. Many of our dealers has long 
asked for a smaller Play, so here it is guys! The key selling point for 
the Zegul Play LV is versatility and fi t – it fi ts the smaller or athletically 
built paddlers of almost all skill levels. It is stable without sacrifi cing 
maneuverability and speed.

ZEGUL ARROW
PLAY LV

HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE COLORS

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011

PLAY BOATING

Shallow arch
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DESIGNED 2013

DESIGNER Nicolai Ilcus

STANDARD CONSTRUCTION Zegul A-CORE

OPTIONAL CONSTRUCTION Zegul 3D C-CORE
ROCK SOLID

STANDARD FEATURES light weight click-on hatches, thigh pads, aramide 
seam, rubber deck beads, retractable skeg

OPTIONAL FEATURES aramide reinforced keel strip, compass, rudder

LENGHT / WIDTH 561 cm (18’5”) / 53 cm (21”)

CAPACITY APPROX 178 kg (393 lbs)

COCKPIT 82,5 x 40 cm (32½” x 15¾”)

WEIGHT A-CORE: 26-28kg (57-62 lbs) 
3D-CORE 23-26kg (51-57 lbs)
ROCK SOLID 26-28kg (57-62 lbs)

STORAGE Front, Oval Hatch: 44 x 26 cm (17” x 10¼”)
Mini-box: Round Hatch: 20 cm (8”)
Day-hatch: Round Hatch: 15 cm (6”)
Rear, Oval Hatch: 44 x 26 cm (17” x 10¼”)

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER / SKEG

The Empower is a full bodied sea kayak made for 
long trips and expeditions.

The Empower kayak is surprisingly agile despite its length, has a very 
nice glide and it handles almost like a play boat when put on edge.

The Empower kayak has soft chines and a long water line. The hull’s 
profi le is rounded and the rocker is moderate to handle big seas. The 
four hatches are all beautifully recessed into the deck and packs with 
ease for extended trips or just for a weekend getaway. The knee hatch 
holds gear like an VHF radio or cell phone and small water bottle. The 
day hatch has lots of room for other stuff needed while at sea.

ZEGUL ARROW 
EMPOWER

HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE COLORS

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011

TOURING/EXPEDITONS

Shallow arch
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DESIGNED 2013

DESIGNER Nicolai Ilcus

STANDARD CONSTRUCTION Zegul A-CORE

OPTIONAL CONSTRUCTION Zegul 3D C-CORE
ROCK SOLID

STANDARD FEATURES light weight click-on hatches, thigh pads, aramide 
seam, rubber deck beads, retractable skeg

OPTIONAL FEATURES aramide reinforced keel strip, compass, rudder

LENGHT / WIDTH 505 cm (16’7”) / 52 cm (20½”)

CAPACITY APPROX 145 kg (320 lbs)

COCKPIT 80 x 41 cm (34½” x 16”)

WEIGHT A-CORE: 22-24 kg (48-59 lbs) 
3D C-CORE: 19-22 kg (41-49 lbs)
ROCK SOLID: 22-24 kg (48-59 lbs)

STORAGE Front, Round Hatch: 24 cm (10”)
Mini-box: 15 cm (6”)
Day-hatch: Round Hatch: 20 cm (8”)
Rear, Oval Hatch: 44 x 26 cm (17” x 10¼”)

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER / SKEG

You have to try this kayak if you are into Greenland 
style of paddling. 

Greenland is one of the most well recognized kayaks on the market 
today. With the classic lines and low volume it has given many pad-
dlers the joy and the interest of trying something new, or go “back to 
basics” traditional design. Zegul Greenland style kayaks have particu-
larly low volume and a tight fi t to Your body, which gives You a full 
control of what You are doing and provides You with the feeling of be-
ing closer to water than ever. We built this model at the request of the 
customers who wanted to use the Greenland for longer trips and who 
wanted a larger cockpit. The Greenland GT is based on our original 
Greenland model, the increased width adds stability, while maintain-
ing the characteristics that have made the original Greenland famous. 
We added the day-hatch and enlarged the rear hatch, increasing its 
storage capacity, then gave it a keyhole cockpit for easier entrance 
and exit.

ZEGUL ARROW
NUKA GT

HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE COLORS

Shallow arch

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011

TOURING/EXPEDITONS
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ENJOY
THE SPIRIT

OF
TAHE MARINE

Tahe Marine stands for 25 years experience in watersport in-
dustry. Through the Tahe Marine brand we offer the best value 
for money in kayaks. Tahe Marine has a wide selection of 
different kayaks for different tastes, skills and conditions. From 
attractively priced single and triple layer rotomolded recrea-
tional kayaks to state of the art vacuum infused carbon fibre 
touring kayaks. All Tahe Marine kayaks are developed with 
dedication and manufactured in Estonia. Tahe Marine also has 
different types of composite and triple layer polyethylene roto-
molded kayaks available. The latest addition to this are single 
layer polyethylene kayaks.
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TECHNOLOGY
Tahe Outdoors has concentrated over the years in 
developing manufacturing techniques together with 
the composite and thermoplast industry. We use the 
newest materials and up-to-date production meth-
ods. Tahe Marine branded kayaks are built with fol-
lowing hi-tech constructions:

TGC-lite – introduced for 2012 season into Tahe Marine range. This new 
construction is developed together with racing kayak material suppliers. 
The key element in this lay-up is the new 98% recyclable HD core mate-
rial, providing very tough but light weight laminates. This combined with 
light weight glass composite fabrics giving a 10–15% weight reduction 
compared to our regular TGC construction.

TGC-lite – introduced for 2012 season into Tahe Marine range. This 
farely new construction has been developed together with racing kayak 
material suppliers.The key element in this lay-up is the new LRC core 
material,providing very tough but light weight laminates. This combined 
with light weight glass composite fabrics giving a 10-15% weight reduction 
compared to our previous TGC construction.In this production method we 
are combining the high performance properties of the DCPD based resin 
with several types of fibreglass reinforcements.

TCI-lite – do not confuse this with vacuum bagging! Vacuum infusing is 
one of the most advanced construction methods used in the composite 
industry. This production method ensures the best strength/weight ratio pos-
sible. Tahe Outdoors as a company launched this production method very 
successfully in the year of 2005. We have been building our Tahe Marine 
carbon range ever since. Here we are combining the high-performance 
properties of marine grade epoxy resin with several types of carbon fibre, 
carbon/aramide and glass fabrics to create very high-end products with 
smooth and clear carbon look.

TRM – in 2009 season, Tahe Outdoors launched their first triple layer 
high density polyethylene kayak with moulded in inserts in several colour 
options. We believed it to become a very successful method of extending 
our range of materials and products. By 2012 we had launched totally 
seven RM kayaks, four of it only for 2012 season. In 2012 season we 
upgraded our construction to a new superlinear HD polyethylene material 
both in skin and in sandwich. Helping us to build even tougher and lighter 
weight boats for the waterspout industry. In 2013 we implemented mould 
in graphics to all of our RM kayaks. For 2014 we are happy to inform You 
that we introduce 7 new RM kayaks into the Tahe Marine product portfolio, 
including 5 in single layer superlinear HD polyethylene material giving our 
customers even a wider range of plastic kayaks from recreational SOT’s to 
triple layer sea and touring kayaks.

ABS-Hybrid – this method combines the good properties of the ABS 
material in the hull and fiberglass technology in the deck lay-up. In 
this production method the hulls are thermoformed giving the kayak a 
higher impact resistant surface, reinforced with the great experience of 
the composite industry. The decks are built out of fiberglass materials 
combined with sandwich construction.This production method is one of the 
innovations of the industry giving the paddler a very durable performance 
orientated product.

Tahe Outdoors is working closely together with the 
leading suppliers around the world in the industry to 
offer customers the best value-for-money kayaks availa-
ble on the market. Every year we have created bolder-
looking kayaks both in design and finish – we believe 
this year is no different. Our aim is not just to satisfy our 
customers, we want them to be enthusiastic about our 
products and services.
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CHOOSING 
YOUR KAYAK

Round hull
Extremely fast for

more dedicated users

Hard chine
Well defined edge gives
the opportunity to keep
the kayak tilted, stable
and moderately fast

Shallow “V”
Very fast and improved
tracking with a good

stability

Shallow arch
Very stable and highly

maneuverable

Flat hull
Very stable and suitable

for beginners who
paddle in calm waters

HULL SHAPES

KAYAK STYLES

Our wide selection of hull shapes is designed to satisfy your needs. 
There is always a choice for paddler who knows what to expect.

Transitional/recreational kayaks are meant for customers that want better per-
formance than solely recreational kayaks but still want their comfort and spaciousness. 
Kayaks in this category will pleasantly surprise with their speed and handling character-
istics. These kayaks are suitable for lakes and rivers.

Our Sea/Touring kayaks are the all-purpose kayaks. They are our most balanced 
boats, intended for paddlers who want one boat that does everything.

Tandem kayaks - Tahe Marine makes a variety of tandem kayaks to meet any pad-
dlers’ needs.

KAYAK DIMENSIONS

RUDDER & SKEG

A rudder gives the opportunity to steer with pedals and paddle at the same 
time to maintain speed so that it makes the kayak go straight with less effort.

A skeg enhances tracking but you still need to use paddle strokes for steering.

Tandem series

Wind series / Reval series / Spirit series

Fit series / Lifestyle series

a wider boat is more stable, slower and more spacious
a narrower boat is faster bringing the paddlers strokes closer

a narrower boat is faster bringing the paddlers strokes closer

a longer boat goes faster and tracks straighter, glides farther and can carry heavier loads

LENGHT

WIDTH
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HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

The Wind Solo was the first composite kayak in the 
Wind range introduced for 2007 season. 

Now as a renewed third generation model for 2012 we have listened 
to our customers and improved this very popular model even more! 
Our Wind series is designed for speed. They are the fastest sea tour-
ing kayaks in the Tahe Marine line. Winds are an excellent choice 
for marathons, exercise trips and longer expeditions. The shallow V 
hull ensures fast acceleration, speed, and a nice balance between 
maneuverability and tracking. The Wind Solo is a good all-around 
kayak, suitable for a range of experience and a variety of paddling 
conditions. It is equipped with three hatches and spacious storage 
compartments for all the equipment You may need. The Wind series 
comes with either a skeg or rudder/skeg combination.

LENGHT / WIDTH 505 cm (16’7”) / 54 cm (21¼”)

CAPACITY APPROX 130 kg (287 lbs)

COCKPIT 80 × 42 cm (31½” × 16½’’)

WEIGHT TGC-lite: 22–24 kg (49–53 lbs)
TCA: 20–24 kg (44–53 lbs)
TCI-lite: 18–20 kg (40–44 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10”)
mini-box: 15 cm (6’’)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

OPTIONAL FEATURES Compass, thigh pads, w-line, reinforced keel strip, 
heavy duty version

RETRACTABLE SKEG

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER

SEA/TOURING KAYAKS

WIND SOLO

COLORS

Shallow “V”

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

The Wind Solo was the fi rst composite kayak in the 
Wind range introduced for 2007 season. 

Now as a renewed third generation model for 2012 we have listened 
to our customers and improved this very popular model even more! 
At the same time we have also introduced a high-density superlinear 
sandwich construction plastic version of this very popular model for 
2012 season. Our Wind series is designed for speed. They are the 
fastest sea touring kayaks in the Tahe Marine line. Winds are an 
excellent choice for marathons, exercise trips and longer expeditions. 
The shallow V hull ensures fast acceleration, speed, and a nice bal-
ance between maneuverability and tracking.

The Wind Solo is a good all-around kayak, suitable for a range of 
experience and a variety of paddling conditions. It is equipped with 
three hatches and spacious storage compartments for all the equip-
ment You may need. The Wind series comes with either a skeg or 
rudder/ skeg combination.

LENGHT / WIDTH 505 cm (16’7”) / 54 cm (21¼”)

CAPACITY APPROX 130 kg (287 lbs)

COCKPIT 88,5 cm x 49 cm (34¾” x 19½”)

WEIGHT PE: 26–28 kg (57–62 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10”)
mini-box: 15 cm (6’’)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, adjustable thigh braces, thigh pads

RETRACTABLE SKEG

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER

SEA/TOURING KAYAKS

WIND SOLO PE

COLORS

Shallow “V”
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HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

This kayak has been designed keeping bigger 
volume in mind. 

The Wind 535 has been brought to the market for medium to large 
sized paddlers. The larger cockpit size with thighbraces secure easier 
entry and good grip during paddling. Due to the larger size in vol-
ume, the kayak is equipped with two oval hatches for easier storage 
in compartments and a mini-box for smaller equipment. Our Wind 
series is designed for speed. They are the fastest sea touring kayaks 
in the Tahe Marine line. Winds are an excellent choice for marathons, 
exercise trips and longer expeditions. The kayak is designed with 
shallow V-shape, which secures fast acceleration, speed and maneu-
verability. The Wind 535 has paddle entry straps on the deck, in 
order to easy re-enter. The Wind series comes with either a skeg or 
rudder/skeg combination.

LENGHT / WIDTH 535 cm (17’7”) / 54 cm (21¼”)

CAPACITY APPROX 140 kg (309 lbs)

COCKPIT 80 × 42 cm (31½” × 16½”)

WEIGHT TGC-lite: 23–25 kg (51–55 lbs)
TCA: 21–25 kg (46–55 lbs)
TCI-lite: 19–21 kg (42–46 lbs)

STORAGE front: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)
mini-box: 15 cm (6’’)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, thigh pads, w-line, reinforced keel strip, 
heavy duty version

RETRACTABLE SKEG

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER

SEA/TOURING KAYAKS

WIND 535

COLORS

Shallow “V”

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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This kayak has been designed keeping the tougher 
construction in mind and maintaining speed and ma-
neuverability at the same time.

Thermoformed ABS-Hybrid hull gives the kayak a higher impact re-
sistant surface, reinforced with the great experience of the composite 
industry. The decks are built out of fi berglass materials giving the pad-
dler a very durable performance oriented product. Our Wind series 
is designed for speed. They are the fastest sea touring kayaks in the 
Tahe Marine line. Winds are an excellent choice for marathons, exer-
cise trips and longer expeditions. The kayak is designed with shallow 
V-shape, which secures fast acceleration, speed and maneuverability. 
The Wind series comes with either a skeg or rudder/skeg combination.

LENGHT / WIDTH 555 cm (18’ 2½’’) / 54 cm (21 ¼ )

CAPACITY APPROX 140 kg (309 lbs)

COCKPIT 80 × 42 cm (31½” × 16½’’)

WEIGHT ABS-HYBRID: 27–29 kg (60–64 lbs)
TGC-lite: 24–26 kg (53–57 lbs)
TCA-lite: 23–25 kg (51–55 lbs)
TCI-lite: 19–21 kg (42–46 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10’’)
mini-box: 15 cm (6’’)
day-hatch: 15 cm (6’’)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, thigh pads, w-line, reinforced keel strip, 
heavy duty version

RETRACTABLE SKEG

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER

SEA/TOURING KAYAKS

WIND 555

COLORS

Hard chine

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

This kayak has been designed keeping speed in mind.

Therefore it is the fastest sea touring kayak in Tahe Marine range, 
what can be used for marathons, exercise trips and also for longer ex-
peditions. Due to the length and the hull design this kayak is fi rst and 
foremost designed for experienced to expert paddlers. It is equipped 
with 4 hatches and large storage compartments, in order to pack even 
the heaviest gear for races and expeditions. The kayak is designed 
with shallow V-shape and round edges which secure fast acceleration 
and high end speed. The tracking of this kayak, due to the hull design 
is excellent. The Wind series comes with either a skeg or rudder/skeg 
combination.

LENGHT / WIDTH 585 cm (19’2’’) / 54 cm (21¼”)

CAPACITY APPROX 160 kg (353 lbs)

COCKPIT 80 × 42 cm (31½” × 16½’’)

WEIGHT TGC-lite: 22–24 kg (49–53 lbs)
TCA: 22–24 kg (49–53 lbs)
TCI -lite: 20–22 kg (44–49 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10’’)
mini-box: 15 cm (6’’)
day-hatch: 15 cm (6’’)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, thigh pads, w-line, reinforced keel strip, 
heavy duty version

RETRACTABLE SKEG

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER

SEA/TOURING KAYAKS

WIND 585

COLORS

Shallow “V”

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

This kayak has been designed to be the fastest 
tandem in the Tahe Marine range, what can be used 
for complex competitions and sea kayak races. 

The racing features do not hinder this kayak to be used in shorter sea 
touring trips. The kayak is designed with shallow V-shape and round 
edges which secure fast acceleration and high end speed. The track-
ing of this kayak, due to the hull design is excellent. Thanks to the 
length and the hull design this kayak is fi rst and foremost designed for 
experienced to expert paddlers. This kayak is equppied in standard 
with rudder.

LENGHT / WIDTH 650 cm (21’4”) / 60 cm (23½”)

CAPACITY APPROX 220 kg (485 lbs)

COCKPIT 80 × 42 cm (31½” × 16½”)

WEIGHT TGC-lite: 32–34 kg (71–75 lbs)
TCA: 31–34 kg (68–75 lbs)
TCI -lite: 29–31 kg (64–68 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (17”x10¼’’)
mini-box: 15 cm (6’’)
mini-box: 15 cm (6’’)
rear: oval hatch 44x × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, thigh pads, w-line, reinforced keel strip, 
heavy duty version

RUDDER

SEA/TOURING KAYAKS

WIND DUO

COLORS

Shallow “V”

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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Despite its small dimensions, Reval Mini will provide 
stability, speed and wave-riding abilities compara-
ble to our usual Reval kayak. 

Low rear deck provides more stability in windy conditions and al-
lows to make lay-back moves easily. Capacity of storage-rooms and 
placement of hatches allow using this kayak for longer tours. Although 
Reval Mini is targeted to a smaller to medium sized paddler in the 
weight range about 75 kg, it will also provide a nice day/play boat 
option with sprightly handling in rougher seas and some good surf-
ing potential. The Reval series is for paddlers who want a British style 
kayak. The Hulls are designed with more rocker and their upswept 
bows and sterns designed to handle more challenging sea conditions. 
The Reval series kayaks are equipped with retractable skeg or retract-
able skeg/rudder option.

LENGHT / WIDTH 483 cm (15’10’’) / 52 cm (20½”)

CAPACITY APPROX 110 kg (243 Ibs)

COCKPIT 88 × 51 cm (34 ½” × 20”) keyhole

WEIGHT TGC-lite: 20–22 kg (44–49 lbs)
TCA: 19–22 kg (42–49 lbs)
TCI-lite: 17–19 kg (38–42 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10’’)
day-hatch: 15 cm (6’’)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, thigh pads, reinforced keel strip, heavy 
duty version

RETRACTABLE SKEG

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER

SEA/TOURING KAYAKS

REVAL MINI

COLORS

Shallow “V”

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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The Reval Mini LC was designed keeping in mind a 
higher volume version than the regular one. 

Although it ended up with a lot of similarities to the Reval Mini, it is 
still a slightly different kayak. With two cm wider hull and more vol-
ume, this kayak is defi nitely suitable for a medium sized paddler, who 
wants to enjoy a roomier cockpit area, whilst paddling. The LC cock-
pit with thighbraces provides a much easier entry and good support. 
The hull is designed with rocker and upswept bow and stern. The ini-
tial stability of the Reval Mini LC is higher than on the regular version 
providing a secure feeling. The Reval series is for paddlers who want 
a British style kayak. The Hulls are designed with more rocker and 
their upswept bows and sterns designed to handle more challenging 
sea conditions. The Reval series kayaks are equipped with retractable 
skeg or retractable skeg/rudder option.

LENGHT / WIDTH 490 cm (16’1’’) / 54 cm (21¼”)

CAPACITY APPROX 120 kg (265 Ibs)

COCKPIT 80 × 42 cm (31½” × 16½”)

WEIGHT TGC-lite: 21–23 kg (46–51 lbs)
TCA: 19–23 kg (42–51 lbs)
TCI-lite: 18–20 kg (40–44 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10’’)
day-hatch: 15 cm (6’’)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, thigh pads, reinforced keel strip, heavy 
duty version

RETRACTABLE SKEG

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER

SEA/TOURING KAYAKS

REVAL MINI LC

COLORS

Shallow “V”

HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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The Reval Mini LC PE model was introduced for 
the 2012 season, due to the huge success of the 
composite version. 

The Reval Mini LC was designed keeping in mind a higher volume 
version than the regular one. Although it ended up with a lot of simi-
larities to the Reval Mini, it is still a slightly different kayak. With two 
cm wider hull and more volume, this kayak is defi nitely suitable for a 
medium sized paddler, who wants to enjoy a roomier cockpit area, 
whilst paddling. The LC cockpit with thighbraces provides a much 
easier entry and good support. The hull is designed with rocker and 
upswept bow and stern. The initial stability of the Reval Mini LC is 
higher than on the regular version providing a secure feeling. The 
Reval series is for paddlers who want a British style kayak. The Hulls 
are designed with more rocker and their upswept bows and sterns 
designed to handle more challenging sea conditions. The Reval series 
kayaks are equipped with retractable skeg or retractable skeg/rudder 
option.

LENGHT / WIDTH 490 cm (16’1’’) / 54 cm (21¼”)

CAPACITY APPROX 120 kg (265 Ibs)

COCKPIT 80 × 42 cm (31½” × 16½”)

WEIGHT PE: 25–27 kg (55–59 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10’’)
day-hatch: 15 cm (6’’)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, adjustable thigh braces, thigh pads

RETRACTABLE SKEG

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER

SEA/TOURING KAYAKS

REVAL 
MINI LC PE

COLORS

Shallow “V”

HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE
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The Reval Midi is an ideal choice for adrenaline 
seekers, as this kayak has a wonderful stability and 
navigability even in breaking waves and strong 
winds. 

The hull is designed with rocker and upswept bow and stern to handle 
any challenging conditions of the sea. The kayak deck is equipped 
with 2 oval hatches and a day-hatch for easier entry into compart-
ments. As also the name suggests the volume of the Reval Midi is to 
be sufficient for weekend-trips or shorter expeditions. The Reval series 
is for paddlers who want a British style kayak. The Hulls are designed 
with more rocker and their upswept bows and sterns designed to 
handle more challenging sea conditions. The Reval series kayaks are 
equipped with retractable skeg or retractable skeg/rudder option.

LENGHT / WIDTH 520 cm (17’1’’) / 54 cm (21¼”)

CAPACITY APPROX 130 kg (287 Ibs)

COCKPIT 80 × 42 cm (31½” × 16½”)

WEIGHT TGC-lite: 21–23 kg (46–51 lbs)
TCA: 19–23 kg (42–51 lbs)
TCI-lite: 17–19 kg (38–42 lbs)

STORAGE front: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)
day-hatch: 15 cm (6’’)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, thigh pads, r-line, reinforced keel strip, 
heavy duty version

RETRACTABLE SKEG

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER

SEA/TOURING KAYAKS

REVAL MIDI

COLORS

Shallow “V”

HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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The Reval Midi PE model was introduced for the 
2012 season, due to the huge success of the com-
posite version. 

The Reval Midi is an ideal choice for adrenaline seekers, as this kayak 
has a wonderful stability and navigability even in breaking waves 
and strong winds. The hull is designed with rocker and upswept bow 
and stern to handle any challenging conditions of the sea. The kayak 
deck is equipped with a round, an oval and a day-hatch for easier 
entry into compartments. As also the name suggests the volume of the 
Reval Midi is to be sufficient for weekend-trips or shorter expeditions. 
The Reval series is for paddlers who want a British style kayak. The 
Hulls are designed with more rocker and their upswept bows and 
sterns designed to handle more challenging sea conditions. The Reval 
series kayaks are equipped with retractable skeg or retractable skeg/
rudder option.

LENGHT / WIDTH 515 cm (16’1”) / 56 cm (22”)

CAPACITY APPROX 130 kg (287 Ibs)

COCKPIT 85,5 x 48 (33½’’x 18½’’)

WEIGHT PE: 27–29 kg (59–63 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10’’)
day-hatch: 15 cm (6’’) (Not available on Reval Midi Club)
fear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, adjustable thigh braces, thigh pads

RETRACTABLE SKEG

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER (NOT AVAILABLE ON REVAL MIDI CLUB)

SEA/TOURING KAYAKS

REVAL MIDI PE

COLORS

Shallow “V”

ALSO AVAILABLE REVAL MIDI PE CLUB
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Reval is a boat of choice for those wanting a true 
allround sea kayak design with the performance to 
handle any conditions. 

The hull with  rocker and upswept bow provide a dry and smooth 
ride over waves with precise and confidence inspiring handling and 
stability, all in an elegant package. The relatively low rear deck helps 
prevent weather cocking in windy conditions and allows easy rolling. 
The Reval is ideal for the medium to large sized paddler looking for 
a versatile easy to use boat that is agile enough as a day boat but 
with plenty of carrying capacity for multi day trips. The Reval series is 
for paddlers who want a British style kayak. The Hulls are designed 
with more rocker and their upswept bows and sterns designed to 
handle more challenging sea conditions. The Reval series kayaks are 
equipped with retractable skeg or retractable skeg/rudder option.

LENGHT / WIDTH 555 cm (18’2’’) / 54 cm (21¼’’)

CAPACITY APPROX 155 kg (341 lbs)

COCKPIT 72 × 40 cm (28¼” × 15¾”)

WEIGHT TGC-lite: 23–25 kg (51–55 lbs)
TCA: 21–25 kg (46–55 lbs)
TCI-lite: 19–21 kg (42–46 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10’’)
day-hatch: 15 cm (6’’)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, thigh pads, reinforced keel strip, heavy 
duty version

RETRACTABLE SKEG

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER

SEA/TOURING KAYAKS

REVAL

COLORS

Shallow “V”

HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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The Reval HV is new model for the 2014 season, 
due to the huge success of the Reval Midi PE version. 

The Reval HV, like the Reval Midi PE, is an ideal choice for adrenaline 
seekers, as this kayak has a wonderful stability and navigability even 
in breaking waves and strong winds. The hull is designed with rocker 
and upswept bow and stern to handle any challenging conditions of 
the sea. The kayak deck is equipped with a round, an oval and a 
day-hatch for easier entry into compartments. As the name - HV (high 
volume) -suggests the volume of the Reval HV is to be suffi cient also 
for paddlers who are used to a roomier cockpit. This kayak is suitable 
for longer trips and expeditions. The Reval series is for paddlers who 
want a British style kayak. The Hulls are designed with more rocker 
and their upswept bows and sterns designed to handle more chal-
lenging sea conditions. The Reval series kayaks are equipped with 
retractable skeg or retractable skeg/rudder option.

LENGHT / WIDTH 535 cm (17’7”) / 56 cm (22”)

CAPACITY APPROX 155 kg (341 lbs)

COCKPIT 83 × 45 cm (32¾’ × 17¾’’)

WEIGHT TGC-lite: 24–26 kg (53–57 lbs)
TCA-lite: 23–25 kg (51–55 lbs)
TCI-lite: 19–21 kg (42–46 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10’’)
day-hatch: 15 cm (6’’)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, thigh pads, reinforced keel strip, heavy 
duty version

RETRACTABLE SKEG

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER

SEA/TOURING KAYAKS

REVAL HV

COLORS

Shallow “V”

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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The Spirit series are our „go-to“ boats for the pad-
dler who doesn´t have an armada to choose from. 

There is always a trade-off between handling, speed, and stability; our 
designers had balance in mind for these kayaks. The balance changes 
with the skill level of the paddler. Keeping this in mind, our designers 
came up with four progressively advanced kayaks. The OceanSpirit 
PE has the highest volume of the series. The deck is equipped with 
one round, one oval and a round day-hatch in order to easily pack 
Your gear. The kayak has soft chines and a V-shape hull which makes 
it easier to handle in the waves. The OceanSpirit PE is a kayak that 
does a lot of things well, so much that if you only wanted one boat, for 
general touring, current play, rolling and even moderate open ocean 
travel, it would be an excellent choice for a range of paddler sizes, as 
well as skill levels from aggressive beginners to advanced paddlers. 
The Spirit series is the perfect choice for those, who appreciate a qual-
ity product that comes at an affordable price. The Spirit series kayaks 
come with either a skeg or rudder/skeg combination.

LENGHT / WIDTH 519 cm (17’) / 58 cm (23”)

CAPACITY APPROX 135 kg (298 lbs)

COCKPIT 88 × 44 cm (34½“ × 17¼“)

WEIGHT PE: 26–28 kg (57–62 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10”)
mini-box: 15 cm (16”)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, adjustable thigh braces, thigh pads

RETRACTABLE SKEG

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER 

SEA/TOURING KAYAKS

OCEANSPIRIT 
PE

COLORS

Shallow “V”

HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE
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The Spirit series are our „go-to“ boats for the pad-
dler who doesn´t have an armada to choose from. 

There is always a trade-off between handling, speed, and stability; 
our designers had balance in mind for these kayaks. The balance 
changes with the skill level of the paddler. Keeping this in mind, our 
designers came up with four progressively advanced kayaks. The Sea-
Spirit PE model was introduced for 2012 season, as a successor of the 
very popular SeaSpirit composite model. Moving up from the Ocean-
Spirit, we have designed a truly multifunctional kayak. It is the most 
evenly balanced boat in the series. The kayak hull is designed with a 
shallow V-bottom with hard chine and flared sides, which will secure a 
stable performance. This safe and stable boat is perfect for beginners, 
but can bring a lot of joy to an experienced paddler as well. SeaSpirit 
PE is designed for longer trips or even expeditions, as it has 2 oval 
hatches to ease the storage of Your gear. With the standard deck 
layout you will also have a place for an extra paddle, map, or other 
accessories You may need on the water. The Spirit series is the perfect 
choice for those, who appreciate a quality product that comes at an 
affordable price. The Spirit series kayaks come with either a skeg or 
rudder/skeg combination.

LENGHT / WIDTH 500 cm (16’4.9”) / 56 cm (22’’)

CAPACITY APPROX 135 kg (298 lbs)

COCKPIT 87 cm x 47,5 cm (34¼” x 18½”)

WEIGHT PE: 25–27 kg (55–60 lbs)

STORAGE front: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10”)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10”)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, adjustable thigh braces, thigh pads

RETRACTABLE SKEG

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER

SEA/TOURING KAYAKS

SEASPIRIT PE

COLORS

Hard chine
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The Spirit series are our „go-to“ boats for the pad-
dler who doesn´t have an armada to choose from.

There is always a trade-off between handling, speed, and stability; 
our designers had balance in mind for these kayaks. The balance 
changes with the skill level of the paddler. Keeping this in mind, our 
designers came up with four progressively advanced kayaks. The Bay-
Spirit kayak is from the Spirit series the more advanced one. With a 
little less stability than the SeaSpirit, BaySpirit has been given some 
more speed with the slightly round shaped hull. Stability is still com-
fortable, but the feeling is more even. With the standard deck layout 
you will also have a place for an extra paddle, map, or other acces-
sories You may need on the water. The deck comes also with minibox, 
to secure easier access to Your needs. The Spirit series is the perfect 
choice for those, who appreciate a quality product that comes at an 
affordable price. The Spirit series kayaks come with either a skeg or 
rudder/skeg combination.

LENGHT / WIDTH 525 cm (17’3”) / 56 cm (22”)

CAPACITY APPROX 135 kg (298 lbs)

COCKPIT 80 × 42 cm (31½“ × 16½“)

WEIGHT TGC-lite: 23–25 kg (51–55 lbs)
TCA: 22–24 kg (49–53 lbs)
TCI-lite: 19–21 kg (42–46 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10”)
mini-box: 15 cm (6’’)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼”)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, thigh pads, reinforced keel strip,  
heavy duty version

RETRACTABLE SKEG

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER

SEA/TOURING KAYAKS

BAYSPIRIT

COLORS

Shallow arch

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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The Spirit series are our „go-to“ boats for the pad-
dler who doesn´t have an armada to choose from. 

There is always a trade-off between handling, speed, and stability; 
our designers had balance in mind for these kayaks. The balance 
changes with the skill level of the paddler. Keeping this in mind, 
our designers came up with four progressively advanced kayaks. 
Launched in 2014 the Playspirit PE is designed to keep things fun. 
With rocker hull-shape this is a playful kayak. This boat handles great 
in the waves and is also rather easy to roll. With a hard chine and 
a moderate v-shaped bottom with fi ne endings at the bow and stern, 
this kayak is made to maneuver. A set of three storage hatches can fi t 
your gear easily in addition to numerous cords on the deck. You can 
have the Playspirit PE with a skeg or a skeg and rudder combination.

LENGHT / WIDTH 467 cm (15’4”) / 59 cm (23¼”)

CAPACITY APPROX 120 kg (265 Ibs)

COCKPIT 80 × 42 cm (31½“ × 16½“)

WEIGHT PE: 23–25 kg (51–55 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10”)
day-hatch: 15 cm (6”)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10”)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, adjustable thigh braces, thigh pads

RETRACTABLE SKEG

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER

SEA/TOURING KAYAKS

PLAYSPIRIT PE

COLORS

Hard chine

HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE
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The customers who choose their kayak from the Life-
style series will be the most pleasantly surprised. 

With the oversized cockpits and increased stability, some may think these 
are just meant for beginners, but our design team has far exceeded expec-
tations. Though these kayaks are extremely stable, they have exceptional 
handling and a surprising amount of speed. Lifestyle Solo together with PE 
version was the news for 2012 season. This kayak is suitable for smaller 
size paddlers. Lifestyle Solo is equipped with two round hatches for easier 
packing and access to Your equipment. In standard the kayak has no 
rudder installed and it has also been designed so that can be paddled 
easily without one. Therefore we think that this is the kayak what is good 
for a beginner paddler to start his paddling career. Ofcourse optionally 
the complete rudder set can be ordered to the kayak.

LIFESTYLE SOLO

 
LENGHT / WIDTH 400 cm (13’2”) / 56 cm (22”)

CAPACITY APPROX 100 kg (220 lbs)

COCKPIT 75 × 42 cm (29½” × 16½’’)

WEIGHT TGC-lite: 18–20 kg (40–44 lbs)
TCA: 16–18 kg (35–40 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10”)
rear: round hatch 24 cm (10”)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, thigh pads, w-line, reinforced keel strip, 
heavy duty version

OPTIONAL RUDDER

LIFESTYLE SOLO PE

LENGHT / WIDTH 382 cm (12’6”) / 54 cm (21¼”)

CAPACITY APPROX 90 kg (198 lbs)

COCKPIT 72 × 42 cm (28¼”x16½’’)

WEIGHT PE 19–21 kg (42–46 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10”)
rear: round hatch 24 cm (10”)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, adjustable thigh braces, thigh pads

OPTIONAL RUDDER

TRANSITIONAL/RECREATIONAL KAYAKS

LIFESTYLE 
SOLO

COLORS

Shallow “V”

ALSO AVAILABLE 
LIFESTYLE SOLO PE

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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The customers who choose their kayak from the Life-
style series will be the most pleasantly surprised. 

With the oversized cockpits and increased stability, some may think 
these are just meant for beginners, but our design team has far ex-
ceeded expectations. Though these kayaks are extremely stable, they 
have exceptional handling and a surprising amount of speed. Lifestyle 
420 PE was the third PE kayak in the Tahe Marine range and the news 
for 2011 season. It has proven itself successfully and become a de-
manded kayak on the market. This kayak is suitable for smaller to me-
dium sized paddler. The rather large cockpit provides a much easier 
entry to the kayak. Lifestyle 420 PE is equipped with two oval hatches 
for easier packing and access to Your equipment. The hull has been 
designed keeping initial stability in mind. In standard the kayak has 
no rudder installed and it has also been designed so that can be pad-
dled easily without one. Therefore we think that this is the kayak what 
is good for a beginner paddler to start his paddling career. Ofcourse 
optionally the complete rudder set can be ordered to the kayak.

LENGHT / WIDTH 420 cm (16’2”) / 63 cm (24”)

CAPACITY APPROX 145 kg (320 lbs)

COCKPIT 91,5 cm x 51 cm (36” x 20”)

WEIGHT PE: 25–27 kg (55–59 lbs)

STORAGE front: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, thigh pads, rudder, thigh braces

OPTIONAL RUDDER

TRANSITIONAL/RECREATIONAL KAYAKS

LIFESTYLE 
420 PE

COLORS

Shallow arch

HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE
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The customers who choose their kayak from the Life-
style series will be the most pleasantly surprised. 

With the oversized cockpits and increased stability, some may think 
these are just meant for beginners, but our design team has far ex-
ceeded expectations. Though these kayaks are extremely stable, they 
have exceptional handling and a surprising amount of speed. The 
Lifestyle 444 meets the needs of a wide range of paddlers. This is the 
kayak for a paddler, who does not seek for extreme situations and 
does not want any inconveniences in the control of his boat while 
paddling. The hull has a fl at V-design, which provides high initial sta-
bility. The Lifestyle 444 is also very easily maneuverable. The kayak 
has been brought to the market to be paddled more in inland waters. 
The kayak has been designed for smaller and medium sized paddlers, 
who want to enjoy a roomier cockpit during paddling. The larger 
cockpit size with thighbraces secure easier entry and good grip dur-
ing paddling. The kayak is equipped in standard with rudder system.

LENGHT / WIDTH 444 cm (14’6”) / 60 cm (23¾”)

CAPACITY APPROX 140 kg (309 lbs)

COCKPIT 88 × 46 cm (34¾” × 18’’)

WEIGHT TGC-lite: 20–22 kg (44–49 lbs)
TCA: 19–22 kg (42–49 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10”)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, thigh pads, reinforced keel strip, 
heavy duty version

RUDDER

TRANSITIONAL/RECREATIONAL KAYAKS

LIFESTYLE 444

COLORS

Hard chine

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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The customers who choose their kayak from the Life-
style series will be the most pleasantly surprised. 

With the oversized cockpits and increased stability, some may think 
these are just meant for beginners, but our design team has far ex-
ceeded expectations. Though these kayaks are extremely stable, they 
have exceptional handling and a surprising amount of speed. The Life-
style 494 meets the needs of a wide range of paddlers. It is roomy and 
stable, with an extremely long waterline providing good speed and 
glide. The hull has a flat V design, making it easy to maneuver and 
our most stable kayak in the portfolio. The Lifestyle 494 is intended to 
be paddled more in inland waters. The Lifestyle 494 is designed for 
medium to large size paddler, who wants to enjoy a roomier cockpit. 
The larger cockpit size with thighbraces secure easier entry and good 
grip during paddling. Due to its advanced hull design, experienced 
paddlers seeking more comfort and roominess have also chosen this 
kayak. The kayak is equipped in standard with rudder system.

LENGHT / WIDTH 494 cm (16’2”) / 61 cm (24”)

CAPACITY APPROX 145 kg (320 lbs)

COCKPIT 88 × 46 cm (34¾” × 18’’)

WEIGHT TGC-lite: 22–24 kg (49–53 lbs)
TCA: 20–24 kg (44–53 lbs)

STORAGE front: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, thigh pads, reinforced keel strip,  
heavy duty version

RUDDER

TRANSITIONAL/RECREATIONAL KAYAKS

COLORS

Hard chine

HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

LIFESTYLE 494

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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The customers who choose their kayak from the Life-
style series will be the most pleasantly surprised. 

With the oversized cockpits and increased stability, some may think 
these are just meant for beginners, but our design team has far ex-
ceeded expectations. Though these kayaks are extremely stable, they 
have exceptional handling and a surprising amount of speed. Lifestyle 
500 PE was the second PE kayak in the Tahe Marine range for the 
2010 season. It is the biggest volume PE kayak in the series. The 
deck is equipped with 3 hatches – one oval, one round and one day-
hatch in order to easily pack Your gear for a weekend trip. The hull 
is designed keeping in mind great initial stability in order for it to be 
a great family kayak for paddlers with different skills. The hard chine 
and the long waterline on this kayak hull design gives a good change 
to increase and maintain speed quite easily. Lifestyle 500 PE is also 
designed for easy entry, due to the biggest cockpit size in the Tahe 
Marine portfolio. This kayak comes in standard equipped with rudder.

LENGHT / WIDTH 500 cm (16’4”) / 59 cm (23¼”)

CAPACITY APPROX 135 kg (298 lbs)

COCKPIT 94,5 cm x 51,5 cm (37¼” x 20¼”)

WEIGHT PE: 28–30 kg (62–66 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10’’)
day-hatch: 15 cm (6’’)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, thigh pads, thigh braces

RUDDER

LIFESTYLE 
500 PE

COLORS

Hard chine

TRANSITIONAL/RECREATIONAL KAYAKS
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The customers who choose their kayak from the Life-
style series will be the most pleasantly surprised. 

With the oversized cockpits and increased stability, some may think 
these are just meant for beginners, but our design team has far ex-
ceeded expectations. Though these kayaks are extremely stable, they 
have exceptional handling and a surprising amount of speed. Lifestyle 
Duo PE was the seventh PE kayak in the Tahe Marine range and the 
news for 2012 season. It is the first PE tandem kayak in the Tahe 
Marine portfolio. This kayak is suitable for medium to large sized 
paddlers. The rather large cockpits provide a much easier entry to 
the kayak. Lifestyle Duo PE is equipped with one round and one oval 
hatch for easier packing and access to Your equipment. The hull has 
been designed keeping initial stability in mind. Therefore we think 
that this is the kayak what is good for beginner paddlers to start their 
paddling career tandem. The kayak is equipped in standard with a 
rudder system.

LENGHT / WIDTH 525 cm (17’3”) / 69 cm (27”)

CAPACITY APPROX 260 kg (573 lbs)

COCKPIT 96 cm x 53 cm (37¾” x 20¾”)

WEIGHT PE: 35–37 kg  (77–81 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10”)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, adjustable thigh braces, thigh pads

RUDDER

TRANSITIONAL/RECREATIONAL KAYAKS

COLORS

Shallow arch

HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

LIFESTYLE 
DUO PE
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HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

This all around boat with speed and superb ma-
neuverability is perfect for smaller paddlers looking 
for a budget kayak with light weight and increased 
speed in its own class. 

A round hull shape is extremely fast and suitable for more dedicated 
users. A generous size cockpit gives an easy entry and a good fi t. 
Two storage compartments can hold all your gear for either short or 
little longer trips.

LENGHT / WIDTH 395 cm (12’’11””) /  55 cm (22””)

CAPACITY APPROX 135 kg (298 lbs)

COCKPIT 80 × 42 cm (31½” × 16½”)

WEIGHT TGC-lite: 18–20 kg (40–44 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10’’)
rear: round hatch 24 cm (10’’)

RUDDER

FIT 121

COLORS

Round hull

TRANSITIONAL/RECREATIONAL KAYAKS

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

This all around family boat with speed and good 
stability can fi t every paddler who is looking for a 
budget kayak with light weight, good speed and 
high maneuverability. 

Shallow “V” shape provides good tracking and fast acceleration and 
has great initial stability, which makes it easier to get inside the boat 
and hold it stable. Fit 149 has a big size cockpit for easy entry and 
good fi t. Two storage compartments can hold your gear for every 
purpose.

LENGHT / WIDTH 450 cm (14’9”) / 60 cm (23½”)

CAPACITY APPROX 135 kg (298 lbs)

COCKPIT 90 × 42 cm (35½” × 16½”)

WEIGHT TGC-lite: 20–22 kg (44–48 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10’’)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼”)

RUDDER

FIT 149

COLORS

Shallow “V”

TRANSITIONAL/RECREATIONAL KAYAKS

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

This all around family boat can fi t every paddler 
who is looking for a budget kayak with light weight, 
high stability and speed. 

Hard chine hull provides greater initial stability, which makes it easier 
to get inside the boat and hold it stable. Fit 159 has a big cockpit for 
easy entry and a good fi t. Two storage compartments can hold your 
gear for every purpose.

LENGHT / WIDTH 480 cm (15’9”) / 59 cm (23¼”)

CAPACITY APPROX 140 kg (309 lbs)

COCKPIT 90 × 42 cm (35½” × 16½”)

WEIGHT TGC-lite: 21–23 kg (46–51 lbs)

STORAGE front: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼”)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼”)

RUDDER

FIT 159

COLORS

Hard chine

TRANSITIONAL/RECREATIONAL KAYAKS

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

This all around family boat with great speed and 
good stability fi ts every paddler who is looking for a 
budget kayak. 

Shallow “V” shape provides good tracking and fast acceleration and 
has got greater initial stability, which makes it easier to get inside the 
boat and hold it stable. Fit 167 is the longest in its composite range, 
which means, it maintains speed. It has got a big cockpit for easy 
entry and good fi t. Two storage compartments can hold your gear for 
every purpose.

LENGHT / WIDTH 505cm (16’7”) / 58 cm (23”)

CAPACITY APPROX 135 kg (298 lbs)

COCKPIT 90 × 42 cm (35½” × 16½”)

WEIGHT TGC-lite: 22–24 kg (48–53 lbs)

STORAGE front: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼”)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼”)

RUDDER

FIT 167

COLORS

Shallow “V”

TRANSITIONAL/RECREATIONAL KAYAKS

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

This all around family boat can fi t every paddler 
who is looking for a budget kayak with light weight 
and high stabilty. 

Hard chine hull provides greater initial stability, which makes it easier 
to get inside the boat and hold it stable. Short lenght keeps it manou-
verable and makes it easier to handle outside the water. Fit 132 PE 
has a big cockpit for easy entry and a goof fi t. This kayak is made of 
single layer high density polyethylene.

LENGHT / WIDTH 403 cm (13’2”) / 65 cm (25”)

CAPACITY APPROX 135 kg (298 lbs)

COCKPIT 115 cm x 50 cm (45¼” x 19½”)

WEIGHT PE: 23 – 25 kg (51-55 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10”)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

RUDDER

FIT 132 PE

COLORS

Hard chine

TRANSITIONAL/RECREATIONAL KAYAKS

ALSO AVAILABLE FIT 132 PE CLUB 
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HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

This all around family boat can fi t every paddler 
who is looking for a budget kayak with light weight, 
high stability and speed. 

Hard chine hull provides greater initial stabilty, which makes it easier 
to get inside the boat and hold it stable. Fit 147 PE has a roomier 
cockpit for easy entry and a goof fi t. Two storage compartmenets can 
hold your gear for every purpose but this boat is perfect also for only 
a day on the water. This kayak is made of single layer high density 
polyethylene.

LENGHT / WIDTH 445 cm (14’7”) / 62 cm (24”)

CAPACITY APPROX 150 kg (330 lbs)

COCKPIT 94,5 cm x 47 cm (37” x 18½)

WEIGHT PE: 24 – 26 kg (53-57 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10”)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm  (17” × 10¼’’)

RUDDER

FIT 147 PE 

COLORS

Hard chine

TRANSITIONAL/RECREATIONAL KAYAKS

ALSO AVAILABLE FIT 147 PE CLUB 
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HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

This all around family boat can fi t every paddler 
who is looking for a budget kayak with light weight 
and high stability. 

Fit 158 PE is the longest in its PE range, which means, it maintains 
speed.  Hard chine hull provides greater initial stabilty, which makes 
it easier to get inside the boat and hold it stable. Fit 158 PE has a 
roomier cockpit for easy entry and a goof fi t. Two storage compart-
ments can hold your gear for every purpose but this boat is perfect 
also for only a day on the water. This kayak is made of single layer 
high density polyethylene.

LENGHT / WIDTH 479 cm (15’9”) / 59 cm (23¼”)

CAPACITY APPROX 150 kg (330 lbs)

COCKPIT 94,5 cm x 48,5 cm (37” x 19”)

WEIGHT PE: 25 – 27 kg (55-59 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10”)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

RUDDER

FIT 158 PE

COLORS

Hard chine

TRANSITIONAL/RECREATIONAL KAYAKS
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HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

Fit 132 SOT PE kayak is the fi rst sit-on-top in Tahe 
Marine range. 

The open design of this family boat allows the easiest of entries to 
accommodate paddlers of any size. Fit 132 SOT PE can fi t every pad-
dler who is looking for a budget sit-on-top kayak with light weight and 
high stability. This kayak is also designed for fi shing-minded kayak-
ers and gives extra opportunity to order equipment with features for 
anglers. This kayak is made of single layer high density polyethylene.

LENGHT / WIDTH 403 cm (13’2”) / 73 cm (28½”)

CAPACITY APPROX 150 kg (330 lbs)

COCKPIT N/A

WEIGHT PE: 28–30 kg (62–66 lbs)

STORAGE front: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)
mini-box: 10 cm (4”)
rear: round hatch 24 cm (10”)

RUDDER

FIT 132 SOT PE

COLORS

Hard chine

TRANSITIONAL/RECREATIONAL KAYAKS
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HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

Fit 162 SOT PE kayak is the fi rst sit-on-top for tandem 
paddling in Tahe Marine range. 

The open design of this family boat allows the easiest of entries to 
accommodate paddlers of any size. Fit 162 SOT PE can fi t every pad-
dler who is looking for a budget sit-on-top kayak for tandem paddling 
with high stabilty. This kayak is also designed for fi shing-minded kay-
akers and gives extra opportunity to order equipment with features for 
anglers. This kayak is made of single layer high density polyethylene.

LENGHT / WIDTH 492 cm (16’2”) / 82 cm (32¼’’)

CAPACITY APPROX 250 kg (551 lbs)

COCKPIT N/A

WEIGHT PE: 34–36 kg (75–79 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (10”)
mini-box: 10 cm (4”)
mini-box: 10 cm (4”)
rear: round hatch 24 cm (10”)

RUDDER

FIT 162 SOT PE

COLORS

Hard chine

TRANSITIONAL/RECREATIONAL KAYAKS
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The Aqua Fetch is a double hull surf kayak. 

Made of high density linear polyethylene, it is a stable, fast and 
very comfortable boat. Provided with a watertight box at the back, 
the Fetch is ideal for shorter trips or for a little fun in the surf.

Standard fi tting: 2 side carrying grips, in shape footrest. 

LENGHT / WIDTH 295 cm (9’6’’) / 75 cm (29½’’)

CAPACITY APPROX 90 kg (198 lbs)

COCKPIT N/A

WEIGHT PE: 16 kg (35 lbs)

STORAGE N/A

AQUA 
FETCH PE

COLORS

TRANSITIONAL/RECREATIONAL KAYAKS
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Aqua Nippy is a traditional high volume kayak, it 
has been designed for touring trips on rivers or lakes. 

Aqua Nippy is a very stable boat, safe and comfortable. There is 
room for a waterproof box designed at the rear of the boat. The Aqua 
Nippy is a perfect kayak for outfi tters.

Standard fi tting: footrest, 2 grab loops, 1 front buoyancy reserve and 
1 rear.

LENGHT / WIDTH 380 cm (12’6’’) / 70 cm (27½’’)

CAPACITY APPROX 100 kg (220 lbs

COCKPIT N/A

WEIGHT PE 24 kg (53 lbs)

STORAGE N/A

AQUA 
NIPPY PE

COLORS

TRANSITIONAL/RECREATIONAL KAYAKS
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The Aqua Gig kayak is an unsinkable and self-bail-
ing boat. 

Gig is perfect for nice trips on rivers and can be used on lakes and 
sea-side. This kayak is easy to paddle and maneuver. Its hull delivers 
excellent stability.

A room for 55 liters (14 gal) waterproof can is designed at the rear of 
the boat. Standard fi tting: in shape multi position footrests 4 positions; 
side, front and rear carry handles. 

LENGHT / WIDTH 380 cm (12’6’’) / 70 cm (27½’’)

CAPACITY APPROX 110 kg (242 lbs)

COCKPIT N/A

WEIGHT PE 24 kg (53 lbs)

STORAGE N/A

AQUA GIG PE

COLORS

TRANSITIONAL/RECREATIONAL KAYAKS
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The Romper is an excellent general purpose boat.

The 2 seats are designed to make longer trips more comfortable. It is 
stable and fast. Whether you are a beginner or an experienced pad-
dler, you will most certainly enjoy this the Romper.

Standard fi tting: 2 grab loops. 1 rear buoyancy foam.

LENGHT / WIDTH 505 cm (16’7’’) / 65 cm (25’’)

CAPACITY APPROX 210 kg (463 lbs)

COCKPIT 110x50 cm / 118x48 cm 
(43¼” × 18”) / (46½’’x19’’)

WEIGHT PE: 45 kg (99 lbs)

STORAGE N/A

OPTIONAL RUDDER

AQUA 
ROMPER PE

COLORS

TRANSITIONAL/RECREATIONAL KAYAKS
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Aqua Team sit on top tandem kayak design allows 
easy entry to accommodate paddlers of any size. 

This kayak has two adult size seats and one child seat in the middle. 
The extra space can also be used for storing gear.

The Team is a strong and robust kayak, which makes it unassailable 
to rough conditions like low depth rivers. This kayak also has ex-
tra reinforcement at the bow which adds to the durability. A total of 
7 drainage plugs have also been implemented into the design. The 
Team suits for paddlers who are looking for a budget kayak with light 
weight and high stability. It can also be an ideal choice for fi shing 
minded paddlers.

LENGHT / WIDTH 442 cm (14’6’’) / 86 cm (34’’)

CAPACITY APPROX 270 kg (595 lbs)

COCKPIT N/A

WEIGHT PE: 35-40 kg (77-88 lbs)

STORAGE N/A

AQUA 
TEAM PE

COLORS

TRANSITIONAL/RECREATIONAL KAYAKS
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Aqua Avant is a perfect canoe for all rivers and lakes. 
Avant is very stable and spacious, which makes it 
very comfortable for daytrips or longer tours. 

The hull shape is similar to the Aqua Team SOT, but the deck area is 
rather different. It fi ts 3 people and it will still have plenty of space 
for luggage. Like the Team, it also has extra reinforcement strip at the 
bow.

Avant has a strong hull and performs well in rough conditions. With 
its great maneuverability, this budget canoe is suitable for all paddlers 
who are looking for a little adventure in their life.

LENGHT / WIDTH 442 cm (14’6’’) / 86 cm (34’’)

CAPACITY APPROX 270 kg (595 lbs)

COCKPIT N/A

WEIGHT PE: 35-40 kg (77-88 lbs)

STORAGE N/A

AQUA 
AVANT PE

COLORS

TRANSITIONAL/RECREATIONAL KAYAKS
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HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

Tandem range consists of nice touring kayaks for 
people who need a stable and stylish kayak built for 
two paddlers. 

The selection of models include Tandem Mini, a smaller tandem kayak 
that is known for its stability and maneuvering capabilities in tight 
coastal conditions. Tandem Mini, due to its shorter length, is an easy 
boat to carry and store. The new version for 2011 is even roomier 
than the previous well-known and appreciated model – it has two 
oval hatches and large compartments for either a lot of expedition 
gear or everything that is necessary for a a weekend family trip. The 
hull is designed to be with a high initial stability, but at the same time 
still keeping in mind quick acceleration and end speed. The kayak is 
equipped in standard with the original Smarttrack rudder system. If 
You are interested in a simple, beautiful and a reliable tandem kayak, 
then the Tandem Mini is without a doubt the right choice for You!

TANDEM MINI

COLORS

Flat hull

TANDEM KAYAKS

LENGHT / WIDTH 540 cm (17’7’’) / 71 cm (28’’)

CAPACITY APPROX 300 kg (661 lbs)

COCKPIT 80 × 42 cm (31½” × 16½’’)

WEIGHT TGC-lite: 37–39 kg (82–86 lbs)
TCA: 35–39 kg (78–86 lbs)

STORAGE front: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17’’ × 10¼’’)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17’’ × 10¼’’)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, thigh pads, reinforced keel strip,  
heavy duty version

RUDDER

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 7035 RAL 2011
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HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

Tandem range consists of nice touring kayaks for 
people who need a stable and stylish kayak built for 
two paddlers. 

The selection of models include a Tandem Maxi, the model with the 
extra volume and a convenient center area to carry Your child, four 
legged friend or extra large camping equipment on the trip. The kay-
ak deck is equipped with 2 oval hatches for easier entry into compart-
ments. The hull is designed to be with a high initial stability, but at the 
same time still keeping in mind quick acceleration and end speed. 
The kayak is equipped in standard with the original Smarttrack rud-
der system. If You are interested in a family kayak or a real reliable 
expedition kayak, then the Tandem Maxi is without a doubt the right 
choice for You!

TANDEM MAXI

COLORS

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003Shallow arch

TANDEM KAYAKS

LENGHT / WIDTH 645 cm (21’2’’) / 69 cm (27’’)

CAPACITY APPROX 350 kg (772 lbs)

COCKPIT 80 × 42 cm (31½” × 16½’’)

WEIGHT TGC-lite: 38–40 kg (84–88 lbs)
TCA: 36–40 kg (80–88 lbs)

STORAGE front: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)
rear: oval hatch 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

OPTIONAL FEATURES compass, thigh pads, center seat, reinforced keel 
strip, heavy duty version

RUDDER

RAL 2011
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Enjoy the sea, the lakes and rivers, a combination 
between surfing and kayaking. 

The Tahe Marine Moana SUP allows a general-purpose program 
from quiet tours on rivers to exciting surf-action on the seaside. The 
drop stitch construction allows a much higher air pressure than other 
inflatable technologies. Thousands of thin threads connect the top and 
bottom layers of the board.

You will be surprised by the performance of this board, its robustness 
and manoeuvrability. Of course, when deflated the board consumes 
very little storage space.

LENGHT / WIDTH 330cm (10’8”) / 80cm (31½”)

CAPACITY APPROX 110 kg (242 lbs)

COCKPIT N/A

WEIGHT 11 kg (24 lbs)

STORAGE N/A

SUP MOANA

COLORS

SUP
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FEATURES AND OPTIONS
All Tahe Marine kayaks are fitted with the most important features a paddler needs for a sade and convenient trip. More and ore 
people like to fit customs options on their kayaks which make the overall performance even better. Therefore we offer a wide range 
of custom options to make your kayak stand out from the crowd.

RUDDER
Several rudder options available! 
We use only one of the best rud-
ders on the market.

SKEG CONTROL
Several skeg control systems 
available!

LOCK SYSTEM
Several of our kayaks are sup-
plied with the system to safely 
lock Your kayak.

SEAT PAD
Comfortable seat padding tailor 
made according to Tahe kayaks 
seats.

COMPASS
Custom option. Several compass 
options available!

REINFORCED KEEL STRIP
Custom option, consists of 25 mm 
wide yellow or black aramide 
tape on the hull of the kayak.

THIGH PADS
Soft cell foam pads to be mounted 
inside cockpit area, in order to im-
prove even more cockpit comfort!

RETRACTABLE SKEG
We use only one of the best re-
tractable skegs on the market.

FOOTCONTROL
Several footcontrol sets availa-
ble! We use only one of the best 
footcontrols on the market.

HATCH COVERS
Several water tight hatch covers 
available! We use only one of the 
best hatch covers on the market!

BACKREST
Backrest gives good support dur-
ing paddling. Several backrest 
versions available!

SELF-RESCUE STRAPS
Several of our kayaks are supplied 
with self-rescue straps, which in-
crease safety in reentering the kayak.
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LENGTH WIDTH CAPACITY WEIGHT

PE TGC-LITE TCA TCI-LITE
WIND SOLO 505 cm (16’7”) 54 cm (21¼”) 130 kg (287 lbs) 22–24 kg (49–53 lbs) 20–24 kg (44–53 lbs) 18–20 kg (40–44 lbs)

WIND SOLO PE 505 cm (16’7”) 54 cm (21¼”) 130 kg (287 lbs) 26–28 kg (57–62 lbs)

WIND 535 535 cm (17’7”) 54 cm 21¼”) 140 kg (309 lbs) 23–25 kg (51–55 lbs) 21–25 kg (46–55 lbs) 19–21 kg (42–46 lbs)

WIND 555 555 cm (18’ 2½’’) 54 cm (21 ¼ ) 140 kg (309 lbs) ABS-HYBRID 27–29 kg 
(60–64 lbs) 24–26 kg (53–57 lbs) 23–25 kg (51–55 lbs) 19–21 kg (42–46 lbs)

WIND 585 585 cm (19’2’’) 54 cm (21¼”) 160 kg (353 lbs) 24–26 kg (53–57 lbs) 22–24 kg (49–53 lbs) 20–22 kg (44–49 lbs)

WIND DUO 650 cm (21’4”) 60 cm (23½”) 220 kg (485 lbs) 32–34 kg (71–75 lbs) 31–34 kg (68–75 lbs) 29–31 kg (64–68 lbs)

REVAL MINI 483 cm (15’10’’) 52 cm (20½”) 110 kg (243 Ibs) 20–22 kg (44–49 lbs) 19–22 kg (42–49 lbs) 17–19 kg (38–42 lbs)

REVAL MINI LC 490 cm (16’1’’) 54 cm (21¼”) 120 kg (265 Ibs) 21–23 kg (46–51 lbs) 19–23 kg (42–51 lbs) 18–20 kg (40–44 lbs)

REVAL MINI LC PE 490 cm (16’1’’) 54 cm (21¼”) 120 kg (265 Ibs) 25–27 kg (55–59 lbs)

REVAL MIDI 520 cm (17’1’’) 54 cm (21¼”) 130 kg (287 Ibs) 21–23 kg (46–51 lbs) 19–23 kg (42–51 lbs) 17–19 kg (38–42 lbs)

REVAL MIDI PE 515 cm (16’1”) 56 cm (22”) 130 kg (287 Ibs) 27–29 kg (59–63 lbs)

REVAL MIDI PE CLUB 515 cm (16’1”) 56 cm (22”) 130 kg (287 Ibs) 27–29 kg (59–63 lbs)

REVAL 555 cm (18’2’’) 54 cm (21¼’’) 155 kg (341 lbs) 23–25 kg (51–55 lbs) 21–25 kg (46–55 lbs) 19–21 kg (42–46 lbs)

REVAL HV 535 cm (17’7”) 56 cm (22”) 155 kg (341 lbs) 24–26 kg (53–57 lbs) 23–25 kg (51–55 lbs) 19–21 kg (42–46 lbs)

OCEANSPIRIT PE 519 cm (17’) 58 cm (23”) 135 kg (298 lbs) 26–28 kg (57–62 lbs)

SEASPIRIT PE 500 cm (16’4.9”) 56 cm (22’’) 135 kg (298 lbs) 25–27 kg (55–60 lbs)

BAYSPIRIT 525 cm (17’3”) 56 cm (22”) 135 kg (298 lbs) 23–25 kg (51–55 lbs) 22–24 kg (49–53 lbs) 19–21 kg (42–46 lbs)

PLAYSPIRIT PE 467 cm (15’4”) 59 cm (23¼”) 120 kg (265 Ibs) 23–25 kg (51–55 lbs)

LIFESTYLE SOLO 400 cm (13’2”) 56 cm (22”) 100 kg (220 lbs) 18–20 kg (40–44 lbs) 16–18 kg (35–40 lbs)

LIFESTYLE SOLO PE 382 cm (12’6”) 54 cm (21¼”) 90 kg (198 lbs) 19–21 kg (42–46 lbs)

LIFESTYLE 420 PE 420 cm (16’2”) 63 cm (24”) 145 kg (320 lbs) 25–27 kg (55–59 lbs)

LIFESTYLE 444 444 cm (14’6”) 60 cm (23¾”) 140 kg (309 lbs) 20–22 kg (44–49 lbs) 19–22 kg (42–49 lbs)

LIFESTYLE 494 494 cm (16’2”) 61 cm (24”) 145 kg (320 lbs) 22–24 kg (49–53 lbs) 20–24 kg (44–53 lbs)

LIFESTYLE 500 PE 500 cm (16’4”) 59 cm (23¼”) 135 kg (298 lbs) 28–30 kg (62–66 lbs)

LIFESTYLE DUO PE 525 cm (17’3”) 69 cm (27”) 260 kg (573 lbs) 35–37 kg (77–81 lbs)

FIT 121 395 cm (12’’11””) 55 cm (22””) 135 kg (298 lbs) 18–20 kg (40–44 lbs)

FIT 149 450 cm (14’9”) 60 cm (23½”) 135 kg (298 lbs) 21–23 kg (46–51 lbs)

FIT 159 480 cm (15’9”) 59 cm (23¼”) 140 kg (309 lbs) 22–24 kg (49–53 lbs)

FIT 167 505cm (16’7”) 58 cm (23”) 135 kg (298 lbs) 23–25 kg (51–55 lbs)

FIT 132 PE/CLUB 403 cm (13’2”) 65 cm (25”) 135 kg (298 lbs) 23 – 25 kg (51-55 lbs)

FIT 147 PE/CLUB 445 cm (14’7”) 62 cm (24”) 150 kg (330 lbs) 24 – 26 kg (53-57 lbs)

FIT 158 PE 479 cm (15’9”) 59 cm (23¼”) 150 kg (330 lbs) 25 – 27 kg (55-59 lbs)

FIT 132 SOT PE 403 cm (13’2”) 73 cm (28½”) 150 kg (330 lbs) 28–30 kg (62–66 lbs)

FIT 162 SOT PE 492 cm (16’2”) 82 cm (32¼’’) 250 kg (551 lbs) 34–36 kg (75–79 lbs)

AQUA FETCH 295 cm (9’6’’) 75 cm (29½’’) 90 kg (198 lbs) 16 kg (35 lbs)

AQUA NIPPY 380 cm (12’6’’) 70 cm (27½’’) 100 kg (220 lbs) 24 kg (53 lbs)

AQUA GIG 380 cm (12’6’’) 70 cm (27½’’) 110 kg (242 lbs) 24 kg (53 lbs)

AQUA ROMPER 505 cm (16’7’’) 65 cm (25’’) 210 kg (463 lbs) 45 kg (99 lbs)

AQUA TEAM SOT 442 cm (14’6’’) 86 cm (34’’) 270 kg (595 lbs) 35-40 kg (77-88 lbs)

AQUA AVANT 442 cm (14’6’’) 86 cm (34’’) 270 kg (595 lbs) 35-40 kg (77-88 lbs)

TANDEM MINI 540 cm (17’7’’) 71 cm (28’’) 300 kg (661 lbs) 37–39 kg (82–86 lbs) 35–39 kg (78–86 lbs)

TANDEM MAXI 645 cm (21’2’’) 69 cm (27’’) 350 kg (772 lbs) 38–40 kg (84–88 lbs) 36–40 kg (80–88 lbs)

MOANA SUP 330cm (10’8”) 80cm (31½”) 1110 kg (242 lbs) inflatable: 11 kg (24 lbs)
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FRONT REAR OTHER
80 × 42 cm 

(31½” × 16½’’)
round hatch: 
24 cm (10”)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

mini-box:
15 cm (6’’) × ×

88,5 x 49 cm
(34¾” x 19½”)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10”)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

mini-box: 
15 cm (6’’) × ×

80 × 42 cm 
(31½” × 16½”)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

mini-box: 
15 cm (6’’) × ×

80 × 42 cm 
(31½” × 16½’’)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

mini-box: 15 cm (6’’), 
day-hatch: 15 cm (6’’) × ×

80 × 42 cm 
(31½” × 16½’’)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

mini-box: 15 cm (6’’), 
day-hatch: 15 cm (6’’) × ×

80 × 42 cm 
(31½” × 16½”)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

mini-box: 15 cm (6’’), 
day-hatch: 15 cm (6’’) ×

88 × 51 cm 
(34 ½” × 20”) keyhole

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

day-hatch: 
15 cm (6’’) × ×

80 × 42 cm 
(31½” × 16½”)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

day-hatch: 
15 cm (6’’) × ×

80 × 42 cm 
(31½” × 16½”)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

day-hatch: 
15 cm (6’’) × ×

80 × 42 cm 
(31½” × 16½”)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

day-hatch: 
15 cm (6’’) × ×

85,5 x 48 cm
(33½’’x 18½’’)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

day-hatch: 
15 cm (6’’) × ×

78 × 42 cm 
(30¾” × 16½”)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’) ×

72 × 40 cm 
(28¼” × 15¾”)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

day-hatch: 
15 cm (6’’) × ×

83 × 45 cm 
(32¾’ × 17¾’’)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

day-hatch: 
15 cm (6’’) × ×

88 × 44 cm 
(34½“ × 17¼“)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

mini-box: 
15 cm (6’’) × ×

87 x 47,5 cm
(34¼” x 18½”)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’) × ×

80 × 42 cm 
(31½“ × 16½“)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

mini-box: 
15 cm (6’’) × ×

80 × 42 cm 
(31½“ × 16½“)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

day-hatch: 
15 cm (6’’) × ×

75 × 42 cm 
(29½” × 16½’’)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’) round hatch: 24 cm (10’’) ×

79 × 46 cm 
(31”x18’’)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’) round hatch: 24 cm (10’’) ×

91,5 x 51 cm
(36” x 20”)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’) ×

88 × 46 cm 
(34¾” × 18’’)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’) ×

88 × 46 cm 
(34¾” × 18’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’) ×

94,5 x 51,5 cm 
(37¼” x 20¼”)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

day-hatch: 
15 cm (6’’) ×

96 x 53 cm
(37¾” x 20¾”)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’) ×

80 × 42 cm 
(31½” × 16½”)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’) ×

90 × 42 cm 
(35½” × 16½”)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’) ×

90 × 42 cm 
(35½” × 16½”)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’) ×

90 × 42 cm 
(35½” × 16½”)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’) ×

115 x 50 cm
(45¼” x 19½”)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’)

oval hatch:
 44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’) ×

94,5 x 47 cm
(37” x 18½)

round hatch:
24 cm (10’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’) ×

94,5 x 48,5 cm
(37” x 19”)

round hatch:
24 cm (10’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’) ×

N/A oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’)

mini-box: 
10 cm (4”) ×

N/A round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’)

round hatch: 
24 cm (10’’)

mini-box: 
10 cm (4”) ×

110x50 cm / 118x48 cm 
(43¼” × 18”) / (46½’’x19’’) ×

80 × 42 cm 
(31½” × 16½’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’) ×

80 × 42 cm
(31½” × 16½’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’)

oval hatch: 
44 × 26 cm (17” × 10¼’’) ×
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SEE
THE UNSEEN

IN A
NATURAL WAY

The Trapper legacy started in 1976, when company was es-
tablished by Fjällraven. Wilderness experiences with environ-
mentally-friendly kayaks and canoes, produced by a company 
with a respected track record in making the very best in out-
door equipment. Models are named after lakes (Huron, On-
tario, Michigan, Erie, Superior) and species that represent the 
freedom and cunning of the wild – these kayaks and canoes 
have something arising from the soul and character of each 
one of them which will help you experience the pristine wilder-
ness in a different way.

All Trapper canoes and kayaks are made with the most eco-
friendly materials available. Trapper products use cork as the 
core material. Cork is a renewable and environmentally-friend-
ly material, absorbing less resin during production process 
than other core materials, giving lighter weight high-density 
laminates, which have greater impact performance, slamming 
resistance and act also as great insulators.

7
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ABOUT
TRAPPER

THE ENVIRONMENT

Wood – Tahe Outdoors Ltd as a manufacturer has made sure 
to cooperate only with reliable partners, who can ensure us 
and our customers that all the parts supplied from wood are 
harvested from the forests having all necessary permits accord-
ing to the official regulations and treated with environmental 
friendly agents.

Core – Tahe Outdoors Ltd cares about environmental aware-
ness, so we have started using a 98% recyclable HD core in 
our products since 2010. Cork is a renewable and environ-
mentally-friendly material, absorbing less resin during produc-
tion process than other core materials on the market, giving 
lighter weight high-density laminates, which have greater im-
pact performance, slamming resistance and act also as great 
insulators.

Fabrics – The fibers used in the manufacturing of the fabrics 
have a low environmental impact during processing. The yarns 
in the fabrics are easier to impregnate giving better fiber/resin 
interactions and therefore better performance of the end-prod-
uct. The latest fabrics have been improved to a level that they 
can perfectly be used in vacuum injection and resin transfer 
moudling processes, used by Tahe Outdoors Ltd successfully 
since 2005.

Resin and gelcoats – Tahe Outdoors Ltd has 
over the years moved with the gelcoats and resins 
used in production processes into higher solid & 
low styrene emission content products. This has 

been achieved in cooperation with only the best raw mate-
rial suppliers in world using the highest technologies and R&D 
available.

Technology – Tahe Outdoors Ltd as a manufacturer cares 
about the working environment, therefore since 2005 the 
company has been using vacuum infusion process for manu-
facturing. In 2009 the manufacturer invested into light-RTM 
equipments and moulds and started using these as one of 
the production processes also very successfully. Nowadays 
both of the production methods, being the most environmen-
tal  friendly ones in composite technology, are used to build 
Trapper range products. This means that most of the solvents 
are handelled in a closed system and creating not only bet-
ter working surroundings, but environment overall. Ofcourse 
people familiar with these modern technologies also know 
that these production methods give the possibility to produce 
lighter weight laminates, meaning less chemicals are used to 
produce successful products.

Recycling and waste management – Tahe Outdoors Ltd 
cares about sustainable living, so we have started in coopera-
tion with our reliable partner to target higher efficiency cut-
ting of the materials creating less waste and it´s management. 
This can only be achieved in high investment into the newest 
possible IT programs and cutting devicesbusing custom made 
programs and patterns to cut in the best possible way. At the 
same time we have also invested into cooperation with Univer-
sities to use fiber and resin rests in glues to take waste in our 
company to minimum level possible.
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THE DESIGNER

The designer of Trapper kayaks & canoes, 
Hans Friedel, was born in 1960 and grew 
up right next to the third biggest lake in Swe-
den, so he has all that it takes to be passionate 
about life on the water.

He has been “playing” in the water all his life and for the last 
twenty years he has also been designing canoes and kayaks. 
Hans gets his inspiration from paddling across the water him-
self; he is always curious to see what is on the other side of 
the lake…
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HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

The Trapper Como is designed for a smaller or mid-
size paddler. 

The kayak has a narrow, more V-shaped hull with smooth bow and 
stern. Hard chine and a low aft deck will make it maneuver and be 
easy to roll. Although this kayak is shorter in the length, it will keep 
up with the longer ones. It is equipped with 3 compartments, two for 
larger equipment and a minibox for easy access gear. This kayaks 
comes with rudder/skeg combination.

LENGHT / WIDTH 505 cm (16’7”) / 54 cm (21¼’’)

CAPACITY APPROX 115 kg (253 lbs)

COCKPIT 83 × 45 cm (32¾’’ × 17¾’’)

WEIGHT ECOLITE: 19–21 kg (42–46 lbs)
HILITE: 17–19 kg (37–42 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (0’9’’)
rear: oval hatch 44/26 cm (1’5’’/0’10’’)
minibox: round hatch 15 cm (6’’)

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER

SEA TOURING KAYAK

COMO

COLORS

Shallow “V”

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

The Trapper Eyre is designed with more rocker and 
a summetrical hull-shape to make it a more playful 
kayak. 

It was designed by Hans Friedel taking his experiences from the sla-
lom kayaks. Although it is a sea kayak, it feels very easy to control 
and maneuver. This kayak can be used for surfi ng and playing in the 
waves. It is equipped with 3 round hatches and comes with retract-
able skeg.

LENGHT / WIDTH 505 cm (16’7”) / 54 cm (21¼’’)

CAPACITY APPROX 120 kg (264 lbs)

COCKPIT 80 × 42 cm (31½'' × 16½'')

WEIGHT ECOLITE: 20–22 kg (44–48 lbs)
HILITE: 18–20 kg (40–44 lbs)

STORAGE front: round hatch 24 cm (0’9’’)
rear: round hatch 24 cm (0’9’’)
dayhatch: round hatch 15 cm (6’’)

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER

SEA TOURING KAYAK

EYRE

COLORS

Shallow “V”

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

The Trapper Aral is a good all-around kayak, suit-
able for a range of experience and a variety of pad-
dling conditions.

Yet in essence it is fi rst and foremost a wonderful sea touring kayak. 
The hull is designed with a V – shape, which makes it very easy to turn 
and maneuvre with a paddle. The kayak is equipped with two oval 
hatches for larger compartments and a minibox for easy access of 
the gear You need. The kayak comes with rudder/skeg combination.

LENGHT / WIDTH 520 cm (17’1’’) / 54 cm (21¼’’)

CAPACITY APPROX 130 kg (286 lbs)

COCKPIT 78 × 42 cm (30¾’’ × 16½’’)

WEIGHT ECOLITE: 21–23 kg (46–51 lbs)
HILITE: 19–21 kg (42–46 lbs)

STORAGE front: oval hatch 44/26 cm (1’5’’/0’10’’)
rear: oval hatch 44/26 cm (1’5’’/0’10’’)
minibox: round hatch 15 cm (0’6’’)

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER

SEA TOURING KAYAK

ARAL

COLORS

Shallow “V”

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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HULL CROSS SECTION TYPE

The Trapper Malawi is designed to be a very fast 
and versatile sea kayak, for those who have the hun-
ger for speed. 

It has a long and straightened keel line and is design with a V-shaped 
hull, which makes it rather easy to maneuvre for a kayak this size. 
The Malawi is designed also keeping longer trips and expeditions in 
mind, as it has totally four compartments – two larger compartments 
equipped with oval hatches and a minibox and day-hatch for easy to 
reach gear. This kayaks comes with rudder/skeg combination.

LENGHT / WIDTH 565 cm (18’6’’) / 54 cm (21¼’’)

CAPACITY APPROX 160 kg (352 lbs)

COCKPIT 81 × 42 cm (32’’ × 16 ½’’)

WEIGHT ECOLITE: 22–24 kg (48–53 lbs)
HILITE: 20–22 kg (44–48 lbs)

STORAGE front: oval hatch 44/26 cm (1’5’’/0’10’’)
rear: oval hatch 44/26 cm (1’5’’/0’10’’)
dayhatch: round hatch 15 cm (0’6’’)
minibox: round hatch 15 cm (0’6’’)

RETRACTABLE SKEG + RUDDER

SEA TOURING KAYAK

MALAWI

COLORS

Shallow “V”

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018

WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015

RAL 7035

RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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One of our shortest canoes, the Vultur is well suited 
for those who want a small and stable canoe. 

The Vultur is pleasant to paddle and its short length together with its 
three keels makes it resistant to wind even when unloaded. It also 
performs very well in solo paddling and has plenty of storage space.

LENGHT / WIDTH 450 cm (14’8”) / 85 cm (33½”)

CAPACITY APPROX 300 kg (661 lbs)

WEIGHT ECOLITE: 28–32 kg (68–70 lbs)

RECREATIONAL CANOE

 VULTURE

COLORS

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015 RAL 7035RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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A simple and durable canoe for use in sheltered wa-
ters where strong winds and waves will not occur. 

Castor is easily maneuverable on narrow rivers and will undoubtedly 
be one of your favourite outdoor possessions.

LENGHT / WIDTH 490 cm (16’1”) / 90 cm (35¼”)

CAPACITY APPROX 350 kg (772 lbs)

WEIGHT ECOLITE: 34–38 kg (75–84 lbs)

RECREATIONAL CANOE

CASTOR

COLORS

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015 RAL 7035RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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Ursus is a very durable, stable and has a greater 
capacity than a fi rst glance would suggest. 

Perfect for all rivers and lakes, it will serve you and your whole family 
well.

LENGHT / WIDTH 530 cm (17’4”) / 90 cm (35¼”)

CAPACITY APPROX 350 kg (772 lbs)

WEIGHT PE: 36–40 kg (79–88 lbs)

RECREATIONAL CANOE

URSUS

COLORS

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015 RAL 7035RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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This asymmetric canoe has the qualities to be used 
solo and also in tandem. 

Corvus provides you the speed and stability you need for your explo-
ration.

LENGHT / WIDTH 505 cm (16’6”) / 83,5 cm (32¾”)

CAPACITY APPROX 300 kg (661 lbs)

WEIGHT ECOLITE: 34–38 kg (75–84 lbs)

EXPEDITION CANOE 

CORVUS

COLORS

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015 RAL 7035RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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Lynx is a silent, smooth and stable canoe suitable for 
both daytrips and longer tours. 

It is a canoe for those who want a well-tested, well-known model 
which exhibits Trapper’s genuine quality.

LENGHT / WIDTH 525 cm (17’2”) / 84 cm (33”)

CAPACITY APPROX 300 kg (661 lbs)

WEIGHT ECOLITE: 34–38 kg (75–84 lbs)

EXPEDITION CANOE 

LYNX

COLORS

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015 RAL 7035RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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The new design introduced for 2012 season.

This is designed to be a canoe for solo paddling. Lepus is easy to 
maneuver and provides You with surprising speed. This is the model 
which can be used also for outdoor competitions.

LENGHT / WIDTH 470 cm (15’5’’) / 70 cm (27½ ‘’)

CAPACITY APPROX 280 kg (616 lbs)

WEIGHT ECOLITE: 25–29 kg (55–64 lbs)

PERFORMANCE CANOE 

LEPUS

COLORS

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015 RAL 7035RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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The new design introduced for 2012 season. 

Lutra is a high volume preformance canoe, which is easy to maeuver 
and provides You with surprising speed. This is the model which can 
be used also for outdoor competitions, whilst paddling tandem.

LENGHT / WIDTH 550 cm (18’1’’) / 87 cm (34 1/3’’)

CAPACITY APPROX 400 kg (880 lbs)

WEIGHT ECOLITE: 35–39 kg (77–86 lbs)

PERFORMANCE CANOE 

LUTRA

COLORS

RAL 5015 RAL 9005RAL 6018WHITE RAL 3000RAL 1018RAL 1015 RAL 7035RAL 3003

RAL 2011
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CONSTANTLY
STRIVING

FOR QUALITY
Beluga, established 1993 in Canada, started out producing 
accessories and safety equipment for freshwater canoeing. In-
spiration game from Salt Lake Island – the most beatuful island 
in British Columbia. From the outset, Beluga has been driven 
by a desire to innovate, to develop new ideas and confront 
them with existing products and equipment. Today Beluga pro-
vides more than a hundred different products for kayaking, 
surfing, fishing and sailing fans.  An unwavering attention to 
detail and the use of consistently high quality materials are the 
standards which have established Beluga’s stellar reputation. 
When you handle a Beluga product, you can readily feel and 
see for yourself the care taken in manufacturing and finishing 
of every one of our products, whatever its price or complexity. 
Beluga constantly strives for quality, both in the way of work-
ing and in the raw materials used in manufacturing products.

8
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FEATURES Hidden spray skirt to enhance the watertighness of 
the jacket. Reflective line on the jacket to increase 
visibility on the water.

MATERIALS 3 ply breathable ripstop nylon with taped seamed, 
large 2 1/2 in. (6 cm) stretchable “Storm” band with 
Velcro® to adjust the neoprene waist band. Wrists 
and neck closed with Velcro®. 

SIZE S-XL

COLORS

PADDLING

Its cut allows great range of movements while staying short  
at the waist.

Breathable jacket keeping you totally dry. 

Its cut allows great range of movements while staying short  
at the waist.

BE-AN-BREEZE-M 

FEATURES Hidden spray skirt to enhance the watertighness of 
the jacket. Reflective line on the jacket to increase 
visibility on the water.

MATERIALS 3 ply breathable ripstop nylon with taped seamed, 
large 2 1/2 in. (6 cm) stretchable “Storm” band with 
Velcro® to adjust the neoprene waist band. Wrists 
and neck closed with Velcro®. 

SIZE S-2XL

COLORS

FEATURES Latex closure at the wrists and neck. Hidden spray-
skirt completing the water tightness. Latex closures 
protected by stretchable “Storm” bands. Articulated 
sleeves for greater freedom of movements.

MATERIALS Combination of a 3 ply breathable ripstop fabric 
and abrasion resistant fabric on specific areas like 
the sleeves and the lower back. Large 6 in. (15 cm) 
adjustable neoprene band to ensure perfect contact 
with the kayak sprayskirt. Sleeve pocket with hook for 
keys. Taped seams. 

SIZE XS-2XL

COLORS

BE-AN-BREEZE-W

BE-AN-RAFALE

0/BK/W B/BK/W V/BK/W

0/BK B/BK V/BK

0/BK B/BK V/BK
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Semi dry paddling jacket designed for paddlers planning long  
outings or expeditions. 

Semi dry paddling jacket designed for paddlers planning long out-
ings or expeditions. 

BE-AN-COMP-M

FEATURES Adjustable ergonomic hood to ensure it doesn’t 
obstruct vision and movements. Watertight zipper 
to allow the ventilation of the jacket when in warm 
weather so does the gusset on the collar.

MATERIALS 3 ply lightweight ripstop nylon. Latex cuffs protected 
by stretchable “Storm” bands. Articulated sleeves for 
a complete range of motion. Large neoprene waist 
band of 6 in. (15 cm). Velcro® closures on each side 
of the waist to ensure perfect grip onto the sprayskirt. 
Factory taped seams. 

SIZE S-2XL

COLORS

FEATURES Adjustable ergonomic hood to ensure it doesn’t 
obstruct vision and movements. Watertight zipper 
to allow the ventilation of the jacket when in warm 
weather so does the gusset on the collar.

MATERIALS 3 ply lightweight ripstop nylon. Latex cuffs protected 
by stretchable “Storm” bands. Articulated sleeves for 
a complete range of motion. Large neoprene waist 
band of 6 in. (15 cm). Velcro® closures on each side 
of the waist to ensure perfect grip onto the sprayskirt. 
Factory taped seams. 

SIZE S-2XL

COLORS

BE-AN-COMP-W

0/BK/W B/BK/W V/BK/W

0/BK B/BK V/BK

Adventure Special Jacket gives you fullest protection even in extreme 
wheather conditions.

BE-JKT-AD

FEATURES This jacket offers excellent feeling as main material 
is breathable and comfortable. Adventure Special 
jacket designed for paddler planning long outings or 
expeditions. Jacket has full length zipper, which helps 
it to put on. Roomier fit gives an opportunity to use 
it over PFD if required. Jacket is equipped with hood 
and several pockets.

MATERIALS 3 ply breathable ripstop nylon with taped seams. 
Wrists  closed with Velcro®. Waist and hem adjust-
able with elastic cord and plastic cordlock. 

SIZE XS-XL

COLORS
0 B BK/V
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FEATURES Neoprene collar and rear hook-and-loop closure 
Elasticated waist and wrists.

MATERIALS 420 deniers ribstop nylon polyamide fabric coated 
PU 600 mm.

SIZE S-2XL

COLORS
R B

Breathable jacket keeping you totally dry. 

BE-AN-STANDARD

PADDLING

BE-BIB-OA

FEATURES Overalls created to complete our Rafale paddling 
jacket and to create a complete dry ensemble. 

MATERIALS 3 ply breathable Ripstop fabric. 200 denier Ripstop 
nylon on bum and knees to increase abrasion resist-
ance. Adjustable flap at the ankles. Preshaped feet 
made of 3 ply breathable fabric with taped seams 
with wide coverage tape. Unisex model. 

SIZE XS-2XL

COLORS
BK 0/BK B/BK
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   Rafale allround paddling overalls keep you totally dry. 

BE-OVERALLS-W

FEATURES This product is made of waterproof material with 
extra strong reinforced details on seat and knees. 
These overalls are designed for sea and open-water 
conditions and are equipped with latex closure at the 
wrists. Neoprene closure at the neck helps to keep 
neck warm. 

MATERIALS Waterproof, breathable fabric, with strong and wear-
proof fabric  on bum and knees to increase abrasion 
resistance.   

SIZE XS-XL

COLORS
0/BK B/BK V/BK

Rafale allround paddling overalls keep you totally dry.

FEATURES This product is made of waterproof material with 
extra strong reinforced details on seat and knees. 
These overalls are designed for sea and open-water 
conditions and are equipped with latex closure at the 
wrists. Neoprene closure at the neck helps to keep 
neck warm. 

MATERIALS Waterproof, breathable fabric, with strong and wear-
proof fabric on bum and knees to increase abrasion 
resistance.

SIZE S-2XL

COLORS

BE-OVERALLS-M

B/BK0/BK BK/V
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Rafale allround paddling overall keeping you totally dry.

FEATURES This product is made of waterproof material with 
extra strong reinforced details on seat and knees. 
These overalls are designed for sea and open-water 
conditions and are equipped with latex closure at 
the wrists. Neoprene closure at the neck helps to 
keep neck warm. Rafale Allround Paddling Overalls 
Special is equipped also with a hood. 

MATERIALS Waterproof, breathable fabric, with strong and wear-
proof fabric on bum and knees to increase abrasion 
resistance.

SIZE S-2XL

COLORS

BE-H-OVERALLS-M

BK/0

0/BK

B/BK BK/V

PADDLING

Rafale allround paddling overalls keep you totally dry. 

BE-H-OVERALLS-W

FEATURES This product is made of waterproof material with 
extra strong reinforced details on seat and knees. 
These overalls are designed for sea and open-water 
conditions and are equipped with latex closure at 
the wrists. Neoprene closure at the neck helps to 
keep neck warm. Rafale Allround Paddling Overalls 
Special is equipped also with a hood. 

MATERIALS Waterproof, breathable fabric, with strong and wear-
proof fabric on bum and knees to increase abrasion 
resistance. 

SIZE XS-XL

COLORS
BK/0

0/BK

B/BK V/BK
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Overalls keep you totally try. 

Overalls keep you totally try. 

BE-L-OVERALLS 

BE-Z-OVERALLS 

FEATURES Excellent overalls to keep you dry in openwater 
conditions They are equipped with latex closure at 
the wrists and neck.

MATERIALS Waterproof, breathable fabric.

SIZE S-2XL

COLORS

FEATURES Adjustable ergonomic hood to ensure it doesn’t 
obstruct vision and movements. Watertight zipper  
to allow the ventilation in case you might get hot.

MATERIALS Waterproof, breathable fabric.

SIZE S-2XL

COLORS

BK/0

0/BK

B/BK BK/V

BK/0

0/BK

B/BK BK/V
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For days spent paddling in the sun on cold water. 

FEATURES Sport type cut for men.

MATERIALS Front and back of the garment made of stretchable 
Aquashell fabric and lower back made of Shoftshell 
fabric resistant to abrasion caused by constant con-
tact with the backband of the kayak. 

SIZE S-2XL

PADDLING

BE-IGTT-M

For days spent paddling in the sun on cold water.

BE-IGTT-W

FEATURES Sport type cut for women. 

MATERIALS Front and back of the garment made of stretchable 
Aquashell fabric and lower back made of Shoftshell 
fabric resistant to abrasion caused by constant con-
tact with the backband of the kayak. 

SIZE XS-L
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Short-sleeved paddle shirt. 

Short-sleeved paddle shirt. 

BE-IGSS-M

FEATURES More comfortable than a neoprene shirt. 

MATERIALS Front and back made of extensible Aquashell fabric 
with a outer breathable/windproof PU skin and a 
warm quick-drying inner fleece. Sides and lower 
back made of Softshell fabric with nylon outer skin 
for extended mobility and good abrasion resistance. 
Flatlock construction. 

SIZE S-2XL

FEATURES More comfortable than a neoprene shirt. 

MATERIALS Front and back made of extensible Aquashell fabric 
with a outer breathable/windproof PU skin and a 
warm quick-drying inner fleece. Sides and lower 
back made of Softshell fabric with nylon outer skin 
for extended mobility and good abrasion resistance. 
Flatlock construction. 

SIZE XS-L

BE-IGSS-W
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Long-sleeved paddle shirt.

FEATURES More comfortable than a neoprene shirt.

MATERIALS Front and back made of extensible Aquashell fabric 
with a outer breathable/windproof PU skin and a 
warm quick-drying inner fleece. Sides and lower 
back made of Softshell fabric with nylon outer skin 
for extended mobility and good abrasion resistance. 
Flatlock construction. 

SIZE S-2XL

PADDLING

BE-IGLS-M

Long-sleeved paddle shirt.

BE-IGLS-W

FEATURES More comfortable than a neoprene shirt. 

MATERIALS Front and back made of extensible Aquashell fabric 
with a outer breathable/windproof PU skin and a 
warm quick-drying inner fleece. Sides and lower 
back made of Softshell fabric with nylon outer skin 
for extended mobility and good abrasion resistance. 
Flatlock construction. 

SIZE XS-XL
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For days spent paddling. 

For days spent paddling. 

BE-DRS-M

FEATURES 3-panels paddle shorts. 

MATERIALS Front and sides made of Aquashell fabric with a outer 
breathable/windproof PU skin and a warm quick-
drying inner fleece. Back and inner legs are made 
of Softshell fabric with nylon outer skin for extended 
mobility and good abrasion resistance. High waist 
for comfort when seated. Flatlock construction.  

SIZE S-2XL

FEATURES 3-panels paddle shorts. 

MATERIALS Front and sides made of Aquashell fabric with a outer 
breathable/windproof PU skin and a warm quick-
drying inner fleece. Back and inner legs are made 
of Softshell fabric with nylon outer skin for extended 
mobility and good abrasion resistance. High waist 
for comfort when seated. Flatlock construction.  

SIZE XS-L

BE-DRS-W
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For days spent paddling on cold water. 

FEATURES 9-panels paddle pants.

MATERIALS Front and sides made of Aquashell fabric with a outer 
breathable/windproof PU skin and a warm quick-
drying inner fleece. Back, inner legs and knees are 
made of Softshell fabric with nylon outer skin for ex-
tended mobility and good abrasion resistance. High 
waist for comfort when seated. Flatlock construction. 

SIZE S-2XL

PADDLING

BE-DRP-M

For days spent paddling on cold water.

BE-DRP-W

FEATURES 9-panels paddle pants. 

MATERIALS  Front and sides made of Aquashell fabric with a 
outer breathable/windproof PU skin and a warm 
quick-drying inner fleece. Back, inner legs and knees 
are made of Softshell fabric with nylon outer skin 
for extended mobility and good abrasion resist-
ance. High waist for comfort when seated. Flatlock 
construction.

SIZE XS-L
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FEATURES Regular fit hooded sweater with a large pocket in 
front. 

MATERIALS 100% Cotton

SIZES S-2XL

COLOR

FEATURES Regular fit hooded sweater with a large pocket in 
front.

MATERIALS 100% Cotton

SIZES XS-L

COLOR

BE-SWT-W 

BE-SWT-M

O

O

BR

BR

G

G
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FEATURES Regular fit. Produced using Belcoro® yarn for a softer 
feel and cleaner printing process, cotton/ lycra® rib 
crew neck with taped neckline for comfort, fine knit 
gauge for enhanced printability.

MATERIALS 100% Cotton 

SIZES S-2XL

COLORS

FEATURES Regular fit. Produced using Belcoro® yarn for a softer 
feel and cleaner printing process, cotton/ lycra® rib 
crew neck with taped neckline for comfort, fine knit 
gauge for enhanced printability.

MATERIALS 100% Cotton 

SIZES XS-L

COLORS

BE-TSHIRT-M  

BE-TSHIRT-W  

O BR G

O BR G
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Neoprene gives great warmth. 

Neoprene gives great warmth.

BE-WETSUIT-NEO 3 

FEATURES Full length front zipper. 

MATERIALS 3mm neoprene, blind stitch seams on both sides of 
the garment. YKK #10 zipper at the front. Knee area 
reinforced with rubber pads. YKK zippers #10 on 
ankles.

SIZE XS-3XL 

FEATURES Full length front zipper.

MATERIALS 5mm neoprene, blind stitch seams on both sides of 
the garment. YKK #10 zipper at the front. Knee area 
reinforced with rubber pads. YKK zippers #10 on 
ankles. 

SIZE XS-3XL 

BE-WETSUIT-NEO-5
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Warm 3 mm gloves with a really good grip on your paddle.

FEATURES Few seams between the fingers for comfort.  
Adjustable elastic at wrist for a better fit. 

MATERIALS 3 mm neopren with non-skid liner in the palm.  

SIZE S-XL

PADDLING

BE-GLOVES-NEO-3

Aquashell poggie for kayaking. 

You need these on the shore before paddling and to keep legs warm 
during paddling.

BE-KB-AQUASHELL

BE-SOCKS-NEO-2

FEATURES Close fit to minimize water pockets in the mitt. Seals 
stop water running down the shaft and keep the mitts 
in place. 

MATERIALS 100% polyurethane windstopper Aquashell, side 
extremities with sealed collar keeping the mitts dry 
and in place. Wrist and finger tips made of abrasion 
resistant 1000 denier Kodra. Easy to put on, thanks 
to a tab on each one.

SIZE One size

FEATURES Very comfortable and well adjusted.   

MATERIALS 2 mm neopren

SIZE 35-38, 39-42, 43-46
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BE-BOOTS-NEO

FEATURES Reinforced toe box and heels with high quality rubber 
for more durability. 

MATERIALS 6 mm neoprene, ribbed sole. Unisex model. 

SIZE 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48

You will need a hood for your runs during Spring and Fall. 

Great to wear on the shore before your paddling trip.

The cap is popular for the paddlers who want to extend their season. 

BE-HOOD

BE-CAP

FEATURES The Aquashell fabric offers a great insulation. The 
thin polar dissipates moisture efficiently for the best 
comfort.

MATERIALS Windproof Aquashell fabric, thin and breathable.    

SIZE S/M, L/XL

FEATURES The thin polar dissipates moisture efficiently for  
the best comfort.

MATERIALS Breathable and thin windproof Aquashell fabric.  

SIZE S/M, L/XL
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FEATURES Center opening, well adapted for kayakers with its 
thin lower back portion that doesn’t interfere with the 
backband. Multi-panel construction for more comfort 
for women. Minimal floatation: 15.5 lb – force (50 
Newton).

MATERIALS  High quality 500 denier DuPont Cordura® and 
Supersoft® foam. Many points of adjustment, whistle 
leash, knife anchor, wide mesh pocket and reflective 
band for more visibility.

SIZE 2XS-XS, S-M, L-XL, 2XL-3XL

PADDLING

BE-PFD-SHAMAN

Simple buoyancy aid with side opening.

Open buoyancy aid with zip.

Buoyancy aid with pull-over style.

BE-PFD-SWELL

BE-PFD-CREEKE

FEATURES Side opening, many adjustment points : one on each 
shoulder and two laterals. Minimal floatation: 15.5 
lb – force (50 Newton).

MATERIALS Supersoft® foam and 200 denier nylon, mesh pocket 
and whistle leash.      

SIZE 2XS-XS, S-M, L-XL, 2XL-3XL

FEATURES Lateral closure pull-over style. Designed with a low 
profile allowing a very good range of movement. 
Can be well adjusted over the torso thanks to many 
adjustment points. Minimal floatation: 15.5 lb – force 
(50 Newton).

MATERIALS 500 denier nylon Cordura® doubled with Cool tech 
mesh. Extra cushion in the back to protect the spinal 
column in the event of an impact. Whistle leash, 
integrated knife support, large chest pocket, movable 
carabiner pocket and SE-6 towing harness.

SIZE 2XS-XS, S-M, L-XL, 2XL-3XL
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BE-PFD-WINDIGO 

FEATURES Closed by ZIP, adjustable side straps, 
shoulders reiforced by straps, neoprene at sides and 
shoulders, 3 front pockets, 1 back pocket for hydra-
tion bag.
 

MATERIALS 500D POLY CORDURA fabric shell,
200D NYLON OXFORD lining.

SIZE XS, S-M, L-XL 

Open buoyancy aid with zip.

Touring buoyancy aid, colour grey/black, extra flexible foam.

Chasuble buoyancy aid.

BE-PFD-BRANTOME

BE-PFD-CLUB

FEATURES Belt with a quick release buckle.

MATERIALS 210 deniers nylon fabric, PE foam.    

SIZE XS, S-M, L-XL

FEATURES Adjustable side straps and shoulders straps.

MATERIALS 500D Cordura fabric, extra soft foam. 

SIZE XS, S-M, L-XL
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FEATURES This buoyancy aid offers shoulders straps reinforce-
ment and buckles of strong resistance. It was espe-
cially created for the intensive and rental use.

MATERIALS The Aveyron is made of 500D Cordura fabric of very 
high abrasion resistance. 

SIZE XS, S-M, L-XL, XXL, XXXL 

PADDLING

BE-PFD-AVEYRON 

   Open lifejacket.

Simple buoyancy aid with center opening.

BE-PFD-NINO

FEATURES Adjustable leg strap, pocket with whistle,
collar and reflective material.

MATERIALS Materials: 500D Cordura, extra soft foam.  

SIZE Children size from 15 to 30 kg
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Simple buoyancy aid with center opening.

BE-PFD-LADAKH

FEATURES 2 adjustable shoulder straps with  neoprene, adjust-
able side straps, tightening elastic rope at the waist,
belt strap with quick release buckle, stainless steel D 
ring for towage strap.

MATERIALS 500D Cordura ripstop fabric.

SIZE S-M, L-XL

Rafting buoyancy aid. 

BE-PFD-GANDAK 

FEATURES 3 waist belts, adjustable leg strap, shoulders’ straps,
collar, reflective tape.  

MATERIALS 600 deniers cordura ripstop fabric, extra soft foam.

SIZE XS, S-M, L-XL
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Waterproof deck/back-bag is a 2 in 1 product.

This small waterproof deck bag is a 2 in 1 product.

BE-DECK-BACKBAG

BE-DECK-BAG-SMALL

FEATURES It gives you possibility to take more gear to longer 
trips, but also offers you easier carrying of your 
equipment in short day-trips.

MATERIALS 3 ply ripstop nylon with taped seamed.

SIZE One size

FEATURES Waterproof deck bag gives you possibility to take 
more gear to longer trips, but also offers you easier 
carrying of your equipment in day-trips.

MATERIALS 3 ply ripstop nylon with taped seamed.

SIZE One size

Increase visibility. 

MATERIALS Gives to your kayak better visibility.

MATERIALS PVC coated polyester functional in all weather. 3M 
reflective tape to enhance night visibility. Simple but 
efficient hook system holding the flag in place with 
the help of an elastic cord.

SIZE 30,5x30,5 cm

BE-SAFETY-FLAG
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FEATURES Cart for canoes and kayaks. Larger than the 
polyvalent cart. Designed for transporting sit on tops 
or canoes. It is more stable due to larger ground 
clearance allowing the passage of rocky terrain and 
to easily roll on the sand.

MATERIALS Polypropylene shell, 20 mm aluminium tube, 260 mm 
inflatable wheels.

SIZE L 63 cm × l 39.5 cm × 43.5 cm

PADDLING

BE-XCART

   Polyvalent cart.

BE-POLYVALENT

FEATURES Can carry traditional canoes and kayaks : self bai-
ling, sea, river kayaks as well as your windsurf, it is 
a very compact cart, durable and unsinkable. It is 
delivered with a 3 meters strap.

MATERIALS Polypropylene shell, stainless steel screws, 20 mm 
aluminium tube, 260 mm inflatable wheels.     

SIZE L 49 cm × l 39.5 cm × 35 cm

FEATURES Elastic loop just behind the buckle to allow easy stor-
age. Sold in pairs. 

MATERIALS 1 in. (2,5 cm) nylon webbing very resistant to 
abrasion with metal cam buckle and neopren plate 
to secure and protect the hull from abrasion during 
travel.  

LENGTH 3 m – BE-3M-HDSTRAPS 
4 m – BE-4M-HDSTRAPS 
5 m – BE-5M-HDSTRAPS

BREAKING POINT 300 kg
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FEATURES Elastic loop just behind the buckle to allow easy stor-
age. Sold in pairs.  

MATERIALS 1 in. (2,5 cm) polypropylene webbing making it less 
prone to elasticity, even when wet. Metal cam buckle 
with plastic plate to secure and protect the hull from 
abrasion during travel.   

LENGTH 3 m – BE-3M-STRAPS
4 m – BE-4M-STRAPS
5 m – BE-5M-STRAPS

BREAKING POINT 273kg

Blocks for kayak distribution.

Blocks for kayak distribution.

FEATURES Oval groove in the middle allowing the support to 
fit on most factory car rack, Yakima and Thule rack 
system as well. 

MATERIALS Microcell foam  

LENGTH 16 in. (40,5 cm)

FEATURES Square groove in the middle allowing the support to 
fit on most factory car rack, Yakima and Thule rack 
system as well.

MATERIALS Microcell foam  

LENGTH 16 in. (40,5 cm)

BE-FOAM-BLOCK-SQUARE 

BE-FOAM-BLOCK-OVAL
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FEATURES Adjustable on the inside of the height and the head 
measurement, quick unclap with a clip, ears protec-
tion. 

MATERIALS Polypropylene

SIZE Adjustable sizes from 53 to 61 cm. 

COLOR

BE-HELMET-EMBRUN 

BE-HELMET-JUNIOR

FEATURES Quick unclasp with a clip.

MATERIALS Polypropylene

SIZE Head size from 53 to 56 cm.

FEATURES Reflective tape at the rear. Can be stored in its own 
bag.

MATERIAL 210 denier Rip Stop Nylon. Adjustment straps mak-
ing it fit for a kayak from 5 m to 6,7 m, also features 
lateral compression straps. Protective foam at both 
ends, zipper covering 2/3 of the length of the bag, 
strong carrying handles and anchor handles allowing 
you to attach ropes for transportation.   

SIZES Kayak from:  
16 feet (5 m) to 18 ft. (5,5 m) – BE-TRANS-BAG-L
Kayak from 5,5 m to 6 m – BE-TRANS-BAG-XL
Kayak from 6 m to 6,7 m – BE-TRANS-BAG-XXL

R O W Y
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Wild water helmet.

MATERIALS Polypropylene.

SIZE Adjustable head 53-63 cm.

COLOR

BE-HELMET-FLOW  

BE-HELMET-FACE-PROTECT

FEATURES Designed for kayak polo.

MATERIALS Stainless steel.

BK W
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Great choice for carrying nautical gear.

Great choice for carrying nautical gear.

FEATURES Large “D” shape opening for easy access to your 
equipment.   

MATERIALS Very durable polyester mesh. PVC bottom panel. 

SIZE Length: 70 cm
Width: 44,5 cm
Height: 40 cm
Capacity: 95 L
Weight: 800 g

FEATURES Large “D” shape opening for easy access to your 
equipment. 

MATERIALS Very durable PVC made bag.

SIZE Length: 66 cm
Width: 43,5 cm
Height: 37 cm
Capacity: 95 L
Weight: 1100 g 

BE-BAG-95-MESH 

BE-BAG-95-PVC 

Great choice for carrying nautical gear.

BE-BAG-50-MESH

FEATURES Quick unclasp with a clip.

MATERIALS Very durable polyester mesh. PVC bottom panel. 

SIZE Length: 48 cm
Width: 33 cm
Height: 35 cm
Capacity: 50 L
Weight: 400 g
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Nylon bag.  

Nylon bag.  

BE-STORAGE-BAG-M 

BE-STORAGE-BAG-L

FEATURES Lightweight pouches perfect to organize all your gear 
during your trips.

MATERIALS Nylon and polyester mesh. Draw cord closure.   

SIZE 38 x 65 cm

FEATURES Lightweight pouches perfect to organize all your gear 
during your trips.

MATERIALS Nylon and polyester mesh. Draw cord closure.   

SIZE 34 × 50 cm

See your gear and find it easily.

FEATURES Translucide waterproof bag. 

MATERIALS 20 mil-clear vinyl material with a heavy-duty bottom. 
The rolling closing system turns into a practical han-
dle. Anchor ring at one end.  

SIZE 10 l – BE-SEETHR-DRYBAG-10
20 l – BE-SEETHR-DRYBAG-20
30 l – BE-SEETHR-DRYBAG-30
40 l – BE-SEETHR-DRYBAG-40
55 l – BE-SEETHR-DRYBAG-55

SEE-THROUGH DRY BAG 10L-55L 
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Waterproof bags.

FEATURES Waterproof bag, round bottom, ribbon sealing, clos-
ing by fast clip.

MATERIALS High resistance PU.

SIZE   5 l – BE-WP-PU-5
12 l – BE-WP-PU-12
60 l – BE-WP-PU-60

FEATURES High resistance Pu waterproof bag, round bottom, 
ribbon sealing, closing by fast clip. One shoulder belt 
delivered with 60 L, for 30 L in option.

MATERIALS Nylon fabric with PVC coated inside. 

SIZES 30 l – BE-WP-BAG-30
45 l – BE-WP-BAG-45

FEATURES Translucide waterproof bag, 580 grams/m2, round 
bottom, closing by fast clip.

MATERIALS Transparent reinforced PVC. 

COCKPIT SIZES 10 l – BE-WP-TRANSLUCIDE-10
20 l – BE-WP-TRANSLUCIDE-20
32 l – BE-WP-TRANSLUCIDE-32
64 l – BE-WP-TRANSLUCIDE-64

BE-WP-PU 

BE-WP-BAG

BE-WP-TRANSLUCIDE 

Waterproof bags.

Waterproof bags.
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FEATURES Mesh pocket with zip for attaching to the deck of the 
kayak.   

MATERIALS Polyester mesh, YKK zip and hooks. 

SIZE 42 × 30 cm

FEATURES Small bag for documents.  

MATERIALS 210 nylon, see through PVC 0,2 mm.

SIZE 13 × 17 cm

FEATURES Small bag for documents. 

MATERIALS 210 nylon, see through PVC 0,2 mm.

SIZE 13 × 17 cm

BE-DECK-POCKET

BE-DOCPOCKET

BE-DOCPOCKET-FLAP
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Reduces unnecessary fuel consumption during transportation.  
Keeps the cockpit dry and clean. 

To keep small animals out of the kayak and reduces unnecessary fuel 
consumption during transportation 

FEATURES 2 mm neoprene. Safety hook to ensure adherence to 
the coaming. 

MATERIALS Polycarbonate.

COCKPIT SIZES (50-57) x 40 cm

FEATURES 400 denier urethane coated nylon. “Gecko-Grip” 
rim band and safety hook to ensure adherence to the 
coaming.

MATERIALS Polypropylene.

COCKPIT SIZES S-6XL

BE-CC-NEO-GREENLAND 

BE-CC-NYLON

   To keep small animals out of the kayak and reduces unnecessary fuel 
consumption during transportation, 100% watertight.

   To properly store equipment inside the kayak without it running free 
inside the cockpit.  

BE-CC-PVC

BE-CC-CARGO

FEATURES Quick unclasp with a clip.

MATERIALS 18 oz. coated PVC. “Gecko-Grip” rim band and rear 
safety hook to ensure adherence to the coaming.

COCKPIT SIZES M-XL

FEATURES Two usages : covering the kayak cockpit during 
transportation it and storing the wet gear inside the 
kayak with its integrated mesh pocket. Can also 
be worn as a backpack since it has two adjustable 
shoulder straps.  

MATERIALS 400 denier urethane coated nylon with 
arched YKK zipper for easier access. Mesh pocket. 
“Ultra-Grip” rim band, double suspension hook.

COCKPIT SIZES XS-XL
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BE-BUOYANCY-RESERV  

Product Description
Dimensions 

(cm) L × l × h
Size (L.)

BE-BUOYANCY-RESERV-17 Front Kayak 58 × 21 × 48 17

BE-BUOYANCY-RESERV-60 Back Kayak 108 × 25 × 53 60

BE-BUOYANCY-RESERV-35 Canoe 76 × 17 × 62 35

BE-BUOYANCY-RESERV-25 Back for C1 104 × 26 × 38 25

BE-BUOYANCY-RESERV-8 Front for Slalom Kayak 56 × 10 × 26 8

BE-BUOYANCY-RESERV-16 Back for Slalom Kayak 96 × 16 × 33 16
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To not feel confined in your kayak. 

FEATURES The paddle is squeezed between two Microcell parts 
when doing a self rescue.  

MATERIALS 200 denier nylon and PVC coated polyester mesh, 
7,5 cm Microcell foam separated in two parts, han-
dle in the middle of the float.

SIZE Length: 46 cm
Height: 7,5 cm
Width: 23 cm
Weight: 290 g

FEATURES Profiled cockpit with space for a water bottle, camera 
or binoculars. 

MATERIALS 400 denier PU-coated nylon, implosion bar to create 
a profiled cockpit,  “Ultra-Grip” rim band and grab 
loop to ensure it stays in place and is easy to remove.

SIZE For cockpit sizes between L and 2XL.  
For cockpit sizes between 3XL and 5XL.

BE-MC-PF-STANDARD 

BE-HS-CARGO

BE-MC-PF-DELUXE

FEATURES Can be put underneath the legs for less fatigue or 
used as a camp seat. Curved shape. 

MATERIALS 200 denier nylon and polyester mesh. Two 5 cm 
Microcell foam pieces, 3M reflective tape across the 
float and handle in the middle.

SIZE Length: 44,5 cm
Height: 10 cm
Width: 23 cm
Weight: 290 g
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You will never lose your paddle. 

FEATURE 3M reflective tape to increase visibility on the water.

MATERIALS Elastic bungee cord covered by a reflective tape with 
double Velcro® closure at the paddle attachment 
point. Webbing loop to ease the installation on the 
kayak deck. 

LENGTH 89 cm

BE-PL-REFL 

You will never lose your paddle. 

BE-PL-ECO 

INCLUDES Sold in pairs.

FEATURE    Long enough to do an Eskimo roll.

MATERIALS 3 mm bungee cord with a hook to fix it onto the 
kayak and a double Velcro® closure at the paddle 
anchor point.

LENGTH 79cm

   Will reach the high expectations of experimented paddlers.  

BE-SS-3PLY 

FEATURES “Ultra-Grip” rim band better resistant to cold condi-
tions, UV rays and salted water. Integrated anchor 
points for a map.

MATERIALS Breathable 3 ply nylon, adjustable neoprene waist 
and implosion bar preventing the sprayskirt from 
popping out. Mesh pocket on the deck, 3M reflective 
piping and thermo formed grab loop for an easy 
removal. Taped seams.

COCKPIT SIZES M, L, XL
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Entry-level sprayskirt perfect for outfitters. 

Entry-level sprayskirt perfect for outfitters.  

FEATURES Very easy to install and very light weight compared 
with neopren.  Aquashell fabric has 360 degree 
stretch and instant memory return.

MATERIALS Aquashell fabric with a outer breathable/windproof 
PU skin and a warm quick-drying inner fleece. Seams 
are taped.

COCKPIT SIZES L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL

FEATURES Very resistant to abrasion. Adjustable waist. Can be 
used with our towing belt. 

MATERIALS 200 denier nylon on the waist tube, 400 denier ny-
lon on the deck, elastic rim band with «Gecko Grip» 
to guarantee a tight seal. Taped seams.

COCKPIT SIZES L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL

BE-SS-AQUASHELL 

BE-SS-BASIC 

   Ideal for kayaks with large cockpit. 

BE-SS-BASIC-ZIP

FEATURES Watertight zipper running down the waist tube and 
deck to put the sprayskirt in place before sitting in 
the kayak. 

MATERIALS 200 denier nylon on the waist tube, 400 denier ny-
lon on the deck, elastic rim band with «Gecko Grip» 
to guarantee a tight seal. Taped seams.

COCKPIT SIZES L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL, 6XL
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Meant for experienced paddlers not wanting to compromise on  
comfort. 

Designed for performance oriented paddlers looking for an adjust-
able waist.  
FEATURES Adjustable waist band for maximum comfort.

MATERIALS Entirely made of neoprene.

UNIVERSAL COCKPIT SIZES  XS-XL

BE-SS-NEO-3PLY 

BE-SS-NEO-ADJUST 

FEATURES Less warm than an all neoprene made sprayskirt, 
watertight and breathable.

MATERIALS Polyurethane coated 3-ply ripstop nylon with neo-
prene deck. Adjustable waist with Velcro®. Taped 
seams.

UNIVERSAL COCKPIT SIZES L-XL

In greenland kayaks the cockpit rim is very close to the water level 
and while paddling or rolling this spray skirt prevents the water com-
ing inside the cockpit.  

FEATURES Spraycover for Greenland style kayak.

MATERIALS 3 mm neoprene. Taped seams. Adjustable waist with 
Velcro®.

WAIST SIZE Universal.

COCKPIT SIZES M - For Greenland - 60 × 44 cm
L - For Greenland T and GT - 86 × 50 cm

BE-SS-NEO-GREENLAND 
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Designed for greenland style paddling and rolling. 

To keep small objects handy.  

FEATURES Perfect to be worn with Bib Overalls.

MATERIALS Lighter 2 mm neoprene on top and 3mm neoprene 
deck. Seams are taped. Neoprene neck and wrist 
gaskets for more comfortable fit. Unisex model.

SIZES S/M, L/XL.

COCKPIT SIZES M - For Greenland - 60 × 44 cm
L - For Greenland T and GT - 86 × 50 cm

FEATURES Mesh pocket on the deck with 3M reflective band. 
Fits on many models of kayaks. 

MATERIALS Conical four-piece waist tube made of 200 denier 
nylon with neoprene waist belt, 400 denier nylon for 
the deck with « Gecko Grip » band. Taped seams.

COCKPIT SIZES S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

BE-SS-NEO-TD

BE-SS-NYLON

Efficient and comfortable.  

FEATURES Closed-cell foam in the deck creating rigidity and 
insulation from cold and heat. 

MATERIALS Conical four-piece waist tube with large neoprene 
waistband adjustment. “Ultra-Grip” rim resistant 
to cold conditions, UV rays and salted water. 400 
denier nylon with mesh pocket on the deck, 3M 
reflective tape and offside grab loop for an easy 
removal. Taped seams.

COCKPIT SIZES M, L, XL

BE-SS-NYLON-FOAM
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Designed for raft guides and white water canoeist concerned by safety.

Adapted to Z-Drag systems for small boats.

Promotional throw bag for touring kayaks.  

MATERIALS 600 denier polyurethane coated polyester and PVC 
bottom. Short leash with side release buckle to attach 
the throw bag in a boat.

TYPE OF ROPE 50 ft. (15 m) of 1/4 in. (6 mm) single-braided  
floating rope.

RESISTANCE 900 lbs (409 kg)

WEIGHT 10 oz. (290 g)

COLOR

FEATURES Conical shape and restuffing loop, independent 
11/2 in. (3,75 cm) polypropylene belt with cam 
buckle and safety toggle.

MATERIALS 1000 denier Cordyra with ventilated section and 
PVC bottom.

TYPE OF ROPE 70 ft. (21 m) of 3/8 in. (9.5 mm) Kermantle floating 
rope.

RESISTANCE 2100 lbs (954 kg)

WEIGHT 2 lbs. (900 g)

COLOR

FEATURES Conical shape presenting a padded section, restuff-
ing loop and nylon waist belt with quick release 
buckle.

MATERIALS 1000 Cordura with ventilated section and PVC 
bottom.

TYPE OF ROPE 70 ft. (21 m) of 5/16 in. (8 mm) Kermantle floating 
rope.

RESISTANCE 1560 lbs (709 kg)

WEIGHT 1.5 lb (700 g)

BE-TBAG-RAFT-WWC

BE-TBAG-ZDRAG

BE-TBAG 

Y

Y/BK

O

O/BK

R

R/BK
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Versatile throw bag for touring kayaks, white water kayaks and ca-
noes.

Adapts to a wide range of accessories for several uses.   

FEATURES Can be worn at the waist with our BE-TB-SHORT or 
BE-TSYS towing cable.

MATERIALS 2 in. (5 cm) nylon webbing with quick-release cam 
buckle with safety toggle and stainless steel O-Ring.

WEIGHT 6.4 oz. (180 g)

FEATURES Conical shape and restuffing loop.

MATERIALS 600 denier polyester with ventilated section, PVC 
bottom and polypropylene waist belt with a quick 
release buckle.

TYPE OF ROPE 70 ft. (21 m) of 1/4 in. (6 mm) Kermantle floating 
rope.

RESISTANCE 1175 lbs (534 kg)

WEIGHT 12 oz. (350 g)

COLOR

FEATURES Conical shape and restuffing loop.

MATERIALS 600 denier polyester with ventilated section, PVC 
bottom and polypropylene waist belt with a quick 
release buckle.

TYPE OF ROPE 70 ft. (21 m) of 1/4 in. (6 mm) Kermantle Dyneema 
floating rope.

RESISTANCE 2350 lbs (1068 kg)

WEIGHT 12 oz. (350 g)

COLOR

BE-TBAG-TOUR-WW-DYN 

BE-TBELT 

   Versatile throw bag for touring kayak and white water kayak. 

BE-TBAG-TOUR-WW

Y/BK O/BK R/BK

Y/BK O/BK R/BK
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Designed for raft guides and white water canoeist concerned by safety.

Recommended for paddlers of 10 ft. (3m) long boats and more. 

Most efficient and versatile towing belt. 

FEATURES Can be worn with all of our throw bags and our dif-
ferent options of towing cables.

MATERIALS Polypropylene belt with quick release cam buckle and 
safety toggle. 100 denier Cordura for the pouch.

WEIGHT 8 oz. (220 g)

COLOR

FEATURES Conical shape and restuffing loop, independent 
11/2 in. (3,75 cm) polypropylene belt with cam 
buckle and safety toggle.

MATERIALS 1000 denier Cordyra with ventilated section and 
PVC bottom.

TYPE OF ROPE 70 ft. (21 m) of 3/8 in. (9.5 mm) Kermantle floating 
rope.

RESISTANCE 2100 lbs (954 kg)

WEIGHT 2 lbs. (900 g)

FEATURES Can be used as a flip line in a raft. Ideally used with 
our towing belt Basic.

MATERIALS Strong 1 in. (2.5 cm) tubular webbing strap with 1 
1/2 in. (3.8 cm) stainless steel O-Ring at one end 
and a cam buckle with safety toggle at the other end.

LENGTH 39 in. (1 m) to 7 ft. (2.1 m)

BE-TBELT-SEA-KAYAKS

BE-TB-LONG

BE-TBELT-BASIC 

Y/BK O/BK R/BK
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Very lightweight and compact canoe and kayak towing cable. 

MATERIALS 1 in. (2.5 cm) tubular strap with 1 1/2 in. (3.8 cm) 
stainless steal O-ring at one end and wiregate carabi-
ner at the other.

LENGTH 26 in. (66 cm) to 4 ft. (1.2 m)

FEATURES Nylon webbing with wiregate carabiner at one end 
and an O-ring at the other.

MATERIALS 70 ft. (21 m) of 1/4 in. (6 mm) Kermantle Dyneema 
floating rope.

LENGTH 8 ft. (2.5 m)

BE-TC 

   Recommended for boats shorter than 10 ft. (3m). 

BE-TB-SHORT

Towing cable for sea kayaks and white water kayaks. 

FEATURES Can be twinned with Pro PFD equipped with a towing 
harness (the Creeker). Can be used with our towing 
belt. 

MATERIALS 1000 denier nylon Cordura pouch containing 12 ft. 
(3.65m) of towing cable with a paddle carabiner at 
one end. Towing bungee with D ring at the other end. 

LENGHT 2 ft. (60 cm) or 15 ft. (4.5 m) 

WEIGHT 9 oz. (255 g)

BE-TSYS 

Towing cable for sea kayaks. 

FEATURES Allows a closer tow at 10 ft. (3 m) with the bungee 
system fully unfurled or at 20 ft. (6 m) using the 
cable. Use with our towing belt for best results.

MATERIALS Nylon webbing with brass hook and a bungee with a 
wiregate carabiner.

LENGTH 10 ft. (3 m) or 20 ft. (6 m )

BE-TSYS-PRO
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Ideal for outfitters and recreational boats.

INCLUDES Plastic container that can be used as a bailer, flash-
light, whistle and single-braided floating rope (15 m 
of 6 mm single-braided floating rope.).

SIZE Height: 18 cm
Diameter: 9 cm
Weight: 230 g

BE-SK-BASIC 

   Ideal for outfitters and recreational boats. 

Fit for sea kayakers. Includes a inflatable paddle float, bilge pump, 
throw bag, paddle leash and whistle, all of which is packaged in a 
nylon storage bag.

Inexpensive safety kit for touring kayakers including the inflatable 
paddle float, bilge pump, throw bag, basic paddle leash, and whistle.

BE-SK

BE-SK-ECO

BE-SK-INFL

MATERIALS Plastic container that can be used as a bailer, flash-
light, whistle, throwbag and single-braided floating 
rope. Type of rope: 15 m of 6 mm single-braided 
floating rope.
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Robust bilge pump for canoeing and sea kayaking made from a rigid 
plastic shaft. Higher pump volume capacity.   

SIZE Length: 10 cm 
Opening: 25 mm 
Weight: 35 g

BE-CARABINER 

BE-ECO-PILGE-PUMP 

   Water-repellent first aid kit. 

Wiregate carabiner made from ultra-light alloy.  

BE-FIRSTAIDKIT 

INCLUDES The kit includes all the necessary items for giving first 
aid: bandages, emergency blanket, ice pack, etc.

MATERIALS Water-repellent bag made of 210 Nylon equipped 
with foam that floats the bag, and a hooked cord for 
attaching the bag to the boat. 

SIZE One size
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FEATURES Flatlock seams and full length back zipper. 

MATERIALS 3 mm neoprene.  

SIZES S-2XL

COLOURS

FEATURES Flatlock seams and full length back zipper. 

MATERIALS 3 mm neoprene.  

SIZES XS-L

COLOURS

Classic short sleeve wetsuit for surfing. 

Classic short sleeve wetsuit for surfing. 

BE-WS-SS-M

BE-WS-SS-W

BK/BBK/0 BK/V

BK/BBK/0 BK/P
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FEATURES Flatlock seams and full length back zipper.  

MATERIALS 3 mm neoprene.  

SIZES S-2XL

COLOURS

FEATURES Flatlock seams and full length back zipper. 

MATERIALS 3 mm neoprene.  

SIZES XS-L

COLOURS

Classic long sleeve wetsuit for surfing. 

Classic long sleeve wetsuit for surfing. 

BE-WS-LS-M

BE-WS-LS-W

BK/BBK/0 BK/V

BK/BBK/0 BK/P
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FEATURES Flatlock seams, seamless shoulders and underarms to 
give more comfort.

MATERIALS 80% Polyamide 20% Lycra; Pilling resistant; Excellent 
UV protection; Perfect fit; Ultra chlorine resistant; 
Two-way stretch.

SIZES S-2XL

COLOURS

FEATURES Flatlock seams and seamless shoulders to give more 
comfort.

MATERIALS 80% Polyamide 20% Lycra; Pilling resistant; Excellent 
UV protection; Perfect fit; Ultra chlorine resistant; 
Two-way stretch.

SIZES XS-L

COLOURS

Long sleeve rashguard to protect from sun. 

Long sleeve rashguard to protect from sun. 

BE-RG-LS-M

BE-RG-LS-W

BK/TBK/0 BK/P

BK/BBK/0 BK/V
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SURFING

FEATURES Flatlock seams, seamless shoulders and underarms to 
give more comfort.

MATERIALS 80% Polyamide 20% Lycra; Pilling resistant; Excellent 
UV protection; Perfect fit; Ultra chlorine resistant; 
Two-way stretch.  

SIZES S-2XL

COLOURS

FEATURES Flatlock seams and seamless shoulders to give more 
comfort. 

MATERIALS 80% Polyamide 20% Lycra; Pilling resistant; Excellent 
UV protection; Perfect fit; Ultra chlorine resistant; 
Two-way stretch.  

SIZES XS-L

COLOURS

Short sleeve rashguard to protect from sun.  

Short sleeve rashguard to protect from sun.  

BE-RG-SS-M

BE-RG-SS-W

B/BK0/BK V/BK

T/BK0/BK P/BK
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FEATURES Back pocket on left. Lenght 22 inch / 56 cm. Quick-
dry boardshorts with drawcord closure.  

MATERIALS 100% polyester.

SIZES S-2XL

COLOURS

FEATURES Quickdry boardshorts with drawcord closure.

MATERIALS 100% polyester.

SIZES XS-L

COLOURS

Comfortable shorts for surfing and beach activites.

Comfortable shorts for surfing and beach activites.

BE-SHORTS-M

BE-SHORTS-W

T0/BK P

BK/BBK/0 BK/V
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SURFING

FEATURES Flatlock seems, seamless shoulders and underarms. 

MATERIALS 1,5 mm neoprene with titanium lining.

SIZES S-2XL

FEATURES Flatlock seems and seamless shoulders. 

MATERIALS 1,5 mm neoprene with titanium lining.

SIZES XS-L

Long sleeve hotskin keeps you warm with titanium lining.   

Long sleeve hotskin keeps you warm with titanium lining. 

BE-HS-LS-M

BE-HS-LS-W
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SURFING

FEATURES Flatlock seems, seamless shoulders and underarms. 

MATERIALS 1,5 mm neoprene with titanium lining.

SIZES S-2XL

FEATURES Flatlock seems and seamless shoulders. 

MATERIALS 1,5 mm neoprene with titanium lining.

SIZES XS-L

Short sleeve hotskin keeps you warm with titanium lining. 

Short sleeve hotskin keeps you warm with titanium lining. 

BE-HS-SS-M

BE-HS-SS-W
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SURFING

FEATURES Regular fit. Produced using Belcoro® yarn for a softer 
feel and cleaner printing process, cotton/lycra® rib 
crew neck with taped neckline for comfort, fine knit 
gauge for enhanced printability. 

MATERIALS 100% cotton.

SIZES S-2XL

COLOURS

FEATURES Produced using Belcoro® yarn for a softer feel and 
cleaner printing process, shaped side seams for a 
feminine fit, cotton/lycra® rib crew neck with taped, 
feminine neckline, fine knit gauge for enhanced 
printability. 

MATERIALS 100% cotton.

SIZES XS-L

COLOURS

Basic t-shirt for men.   

Basic t-shirt for women.

BE-S-TSHIRT-M

BE-S-TSHIRT-W

B0BK V

T0BK P
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FISHING 

FEATURES Ergonomic hood, lightweight fabric and articulated 
sleeve panneling for greater freedom of movements.  

MATERIALS 3 ply breathable fabric, taped seams, reinforcement 
details at shoulders. D-rings for attachment purposes. 
All zippers are water repellent Velcro® adjustable 
rubberised cuffs and Velcro® adjustable neoprene 
waistband with gripper elastic edging.

SIZES S-XL

COLOURS

A lightweight traditional style 3 ply jacket designed to be easy to put 
and take off during paddling.    

BE-AN-FISHING

BK/GBKG

FEATURES This jacket offers excellent feeling as main material is 
breathable and comfortable. Fishing Jacket designed 
for paddler planning long outings or expeditions. Jack-
et has full length zipper for easier use. Roomier fit gives 
you an opportunity to use it over a PFD if required. 
Jacket is equipped with hood and several pockets.    

MATERIALS 3 ply breathable ripstop nylon with taped seamed. 
Wrists closed with Velcro®. Waist and hem adjust-
able with elastic cord and plastic cordlock.

SIZES XS-2XL

COLOURS

Fishing Jacket gives you full protection even in extreme whether con-
ditions.     

BE-JKT-FISHING

BK/GBKG
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FEATURES Pants created to complete our Fishing jacket and 
anorak to create a complete dry ensemble.  

MATERIALS 3 ply breathable Ripstop fabric. Adjustable flap at 
the ankles. Preshaped feet made of 3 ply breathable 
fabric with taped seams with wide coverage tape.

SIZES S-2XL

COLOURS

Fishing pants designed to keep your legs dry.

BE-F-PANTS

BKG

For days spent fishing on cold water

FEATURES 9-panels paddle pants. 

MATERIALS Front and sides made of Aquashell fabric with a outer 
breathable/windproof PU skin and a warm quick-
drying inner fleece. Back, inner legs and knees are 
made of Softshell fabric with nylon outer skin for ex-
tended mobility and good abrasion resistance. High 
waist for comfort when seated. Flatlock construction.

SIZES S-2XL

BE-F-DRP-M
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FEATURES Salmon is equipped with 2+2 pockets, whistle and 
adjustable waist band. Longer fit of this buoyancy aid 
offers more protection from wind and water.   

MATERIALS High quality 3 ply breathable nylon fabric and soft 
foam.

SIZES S-2XL

Salmon is a comfortable buoyancy aid for fishing from shore or from 
a boat. 

BE-PFD-FISHING

FEATURES Center opening zipper, 4 pockets and 2 D-rings 
in the front. Reflective stripes to increase visibility. 
Allows great movement. Adjustable from both sides. 
Minimal floatation: 50 Newton.

MATERIALS Nylon/mesh.

SIZES 2XS-XS, S-M, L-XL, 2XL-3XL

COLOURS

BE-PFD-F-P

G
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FISHING

FEATURES Regular fit. Cotton/Lycra® rib crew neck with taped 
neckline for comfort, Produced using Belcoro® yarn 
for a softer feel. 

MATERIALS 100% cotton

SIZES S-2XL

COLOURS

Basic t-shirt for men.

BE-F-TSHIRT

BKG

FEATURES This product is made of waterproof material with 
extra strong reinforced details on seat and knees. This 
overall is designed for sea and openwater conditions 
and is equipped with latex closure at the wrists. Neo-
prene closure at the neck helps to keep neck warm.  

MATERIALS Waterproof, breathable fabric, with strong and wear-
proof fabric on bum and knees to increase abrasion 
resistance.

SIZES S-2XL

COLOURS

FEATURES Extra durable fishing shorts with a wide selection of 
pockets.

MATERIALS Thick cotton fabric.

SIZES S-2XL

COLOURS

BE-F-DRYSUIT

BE-F-SHORTS

Fishing drysuit keeps you totally try. 

KH BE

BK/G
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This warm hat protects your head.     

This warm fleece protects your body.     

FEATURES This hat is ideal to protect your head against rain 
and wind.

MATERIALS Windproof, water repellent and breathable softshell 
material.

SIZES 56, 58, 60

FEATURES Soft and warm middle layer for cold conditions. Also 
useful and functional gear while camping.  

MATERIALS Windproof, water repellent and breathable softshell 
material.

SIZES S-XL

COLOURS

BE-HAT-FISHING

BE-F-SOFTSHELL

BK/GBKG
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SAILING

FEATURES High collar to protect your neck. Reflective strips 
on the sleeves, shoulders and front. Two large front 
pockets. Adjustable wrists to keep you dry.

MATERIALS 3 ply breathable ripstop nylon with taped seams. 
Wrists closed with Velcro®.

SIZES S-2XL

FEATURES High collar to protect your neck. Reflective strips 
on the sleeves, shoulders and front. Two large front 
pockets. Adjustable wrists to keep you dry.

MATERIALS 3 ply breathable ripstop nylon with taped seams. 
Wrists closed with Velcro®.

SIZES XS-XL

BE-AR-JACKET-M 

BE-AR-JACKET-W 

FEATURES Adjustable wrists and waistband. Two easy-access 
front pockets. Unisex cut provides excellent comfort 
for both men and women.

MATERIALS 3 ply breathable ripstop nylon with taped seams. 
Wrists closed with Velcro®.

SIZES XS-2XL

 BE-AN-ARC 
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FEATURES Adjustable shoulder straps. Adjustable waist band.  
2 front pockets and 1 on the right thigh. Taped seams.

MATERIALS 3 ply breathable Ripstop fabric. 200 denier Ripstop 
nylon on bum and knees to increase abrasion resis-
tance.

SIZES XS-XL

FEATURES Adjustable shoulder straps. Adjustable waist band.  
2 front pockets and 1 on the right thigh. Taped seams.

MATERIALS 3 ply breathable Ripstop fabric. 200 denier Ripstop 
nylon on bum and knees to increase abrasion resist-
ance.

SIZES S-2XL

FEATURES Stretchy fabric on the shoulder area for extra comfort 
and better fit. Two pockets and a front zipper for 
easier access. Adjustable ankle flaps. Taped seams.

MATERIALS 3 ply breathable Ripstop fabric. 200 denier Ripstop 
nylon on bum and knees to increase abrasion resist-
ance.

SIZES S-2XL

BE-AR-BIB-W 

BE-AR-BIB-M

BE-AR-PANTS-M 
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FEATURES Pants to keep you warm on those cold days on the 
sea.

MATERIALS Front and sides made of Aquashell fabric with a outer 
breathable/windproof PU skin and a warm quick-
drying inner fleece. Back, inner legs and knees are 
made of Softshell fabric with nylon outer skin for ex-
tended mobility and good abrasion resistance. High 
waist for comfort when seated. Flatlock construction.

SIZES S-2XL

BE-ARP-M 

FEATURES Pants to keep you warm on those cold days on the 
sea.

MATERIALS Front and sides made of Aquashell fabric with a outer 
breathable/windproof PU skin and a warm quick-
drying inner fleece. Back, inner legs and knees are 
made of Softshell fabric with nylon outer skin for ex-
tended mobility and good abrasion resistance. High 
waist for comfort when seated. Flatlock construction.

SIZES XS-L

BE-ARP-W 
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FEATURES 3 panel shorts.

MATERIALS Front and sides made of Aquashell fabric with a outer 
breathable/windproof PU skin and a warm quick-
drying inner fleece. Back, inner legs and knees are 
made of Softshell fabric with nylon outer skin for ex-
tended mobility and good abrasion resistance. High 
waist for comfort when seated. Flatlock construction.

SIZES S-2XL

BE-ARS-M

FEATURES 3 panel shorts.

MATERIALS Front and sides made of Aquashell fabric with a outer 
breathable/windproof PU skin and a warm quick-
drying inner fleece. Back, inner legs and knees are 
made of Softshell fabric with nylon outer skin for ex-
tended mobility and good abrasion resistance. High 
waist for comfort when seated. Flatlock construction.

SIZES XS-L

BE-ARS-W 
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FEATURES Great combination of warmth and comfort, excellent 
as a base layer shirt. Can also be worn without any 
extra clothing in less harsh conditions.

MATERIALS Front and back made of extensible Aquashell fabric 
with a outer breathable/windproof PU skin and a 
warm quick-drying inner fleece. Sides and lower 
back made of Softshell fabric with nylon outer skin 
for extended mobility and good abrasion resistance. 
Flatlock construction.

SIZES S-XL

BE-ARSS-M 

SAILING

FEATURES Great combination of warmth and comfort, excellent 
as a base layer shirt. Can also be worn without any 
extra clothing in less harsh conditions.

MATERIALS Front and back made of extensible Aquashell fabric 
with a outer breathable/windproof PU skin and a 
warm quick-drying inner fleece. Sides and lower 
back made of Softshell fabric with nylon outer skin 
for extended mobility and good abrasion resistance. 
Flatlock construction.

SIZES XS-L

BE-ARSS-W 
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FEATURES Long sleeves provide more protection, excellent as a 
base layer shirt. Can also be worn without any extra 
clothing in less harsh conditions.

MATERIALS Front and back made of extensible Aquashell fabric 
with a outer breathable/windproof PU skin and a 
warm quick-drying inner fleece. Sides and lower 
back made of Softshell fabric with nylon outer skin 
for extended mobility and good abrasion resistance. 
Flatlock construction.

SIZES XS-L

BE-ARLS-W 

FEATURES Long sleeves provide more protection, excellent as a 
base layer shirt. Can also be worn without any extra 
clothing in less harsh conditions.

MATERIALS Front and back made of extensible Aquashell fabric 
with a outer breathable/windproof PU skin and a 
warm quick-drying inner fleece. Sides and lower 
back made of Softshell fabric with nylon outer skin 
for extended mobility and good abrasion resistance. 
Flatlock construction.

SIZES S-2XL

BE-ARLS-M 
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FEATURES Soft and warm middle layer for cold conditions. 
Great to wear with or without an extra jacket.

MATERIALS Windproof, water repellent and breathable softshell 
material.

SIZES XS-XL

FEATURES Soft and warm middle layer for cold conditions. 
Great to wear with or without an extra jacket.

MATERIALS Windproof, water repellent and breathable softshell 
material.

SIZES S-2XL

BE-AR-SS-W 

BE-AR-SS-M 
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FEATURES Open buoyancy aid, 2 belts with quick release 
buckle, adjustable leg straps, adjustable side straps,
shoulders strap of different colors according to the 
sizes.

MATERIALS 500 deniers nylon Cordura ripstop, extra soft foam.

SIZES XS,S-2XL

FEATURES Open buoyancy aid with zip, adjustable shoulders 
straps, two neprone front pockets one for VHF, back 
pocket for an optional 1 liter water bag.

MATERIALS 600D Cordura ripstop fabric, extra soft foam.

SIZES S-XL

BE-PFD-HOUAT 

BE-PFD-HOEDIC 

   Open lifejacket

BE-PFD-NINO

FEATURES Adjustable leg strap, pocket with whistle,
collar and reflective material.

MATERIALS 500D Cordura, extra soft foam     

SIZE Children size from 15 to 30 kg
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FEATURES With this drysuit you can enjoy sailing even if the 
weather goes really out of hand.

MATERIALS Waterproof, breathable fabric, with strong and wear-
proof fabric on bum and knees to increase abrasion 
resistance.

SIZES S-2XL

BE-AR-DS 
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BASIC ECO SET

ECO SAFETY
KIT

SWELL BUOYANCY AID

AQUASHELL KAYAK
POGGIES

NYLON COCKPIT
COVER

ECO
SPRAYSKIRT

BREEZE PADDLE
JACKET MAN

SWIFT 
ALU SENIOR
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ECO SAFETY KIT +

COOL DAY,
ADVANCED PADDLER SET

COMPASS
PADDLING
JACKET

CARGO
COCKPIT
COVER

2 MM NEO-
PRENE SOCKS

ARCHIPEL 
FIBERGLASS 510

SHAMAN 
BUOYANCY AID

1,5 MM
NEOPRENE
GLOVES

IGUANA LONG SLEEVE 

CYCLONE
SPRAYSKIRT

BIB OVERALLS
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ECO SAFETY KIT +

COLD DAY,
EXPERT PADDLER SET

WING CARBON 
FIBER 562

NEOPRENE BOOTS

RAFALE ALLROUND PADDLING 
OVERALLS SPECIAL

AQUASHELL
HOOD

PVC COCKPIT 
COVER

NEOPRENE
SPRAYSKIRT

NEOPRENE
POGGIES

CREEKER BUOYANCY AID1,5 MM
NEOPRENE GLOVES
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MARKET LEADER
IN EUROPE

TODAY
Founded in France in 1962 the company manufactured and 
marketed wooden oars and paddles, later adding accessories 
for camping and boating. In the 80s the company began de-
veloping a range of aluminum and plastic paddles, a range 
that continued to evolve to become the market leader fielding 
Europe today! 50 years experience gives and opportunity to 
offer the best products with excellent performance. All paddles 
are made in France in beautiful Cognac. Egalis offers different 
technologies in plastic injection. The machinery and produc-
tion methods are constantly evolving to respond to the needs 
of the paddlers. 
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SUP PADDLES
451 SWAN

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm
Reinforced 
aluminium

Fibrylon
425 × 220 mm

656 cm2

160 -> 220 cm  10 cm 820 g
190 cm

GRIP

425 SWAN VARIO

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm
Reinforced 
aluminium

Fibrylon
425 × 220 mm

656 cm2

160 / 180–180 / 200 cm
ou 200 / 220 cm

+ 20 cm 810 g
160/180 cm

426 SWAN VARIO TAKE APART 2 PARTS

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm
Reinforced 
aluminium

Fibrylon
425 × 220 mm

656 cm2

160 / 180 - 180 / 200 cm
or 200 / 220 cm

830 g
160/180 cm

+ 20 cm  

Take apart length 95 cm.

423 SWAN TELESCOPIC

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm
Reinforced 
aluminium

Fibrylon
425 × 220 mm

656 cm2

140 / 180–170 / 210 cm  + 40 cm 930 g
120/210 cm

140–180 cm

170–210 cm
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SUP PADDLES

449074 KIT “SWAN” EVOLUTION ALU

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm
Aluminium

Fibrylon
425 × 220 mm

656 cm2

74 cm

427 TAKE APART SWAN VARIO 3 PARTS

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm
Reinforced 
aluminium

Fibrylon
425 × 220 mm

656 cm2

180 / 200–200 / 220 cm  860 g
180/200 cm

+ 20 cm  

Take apart length 65 cm

ø 30 mm
Carbon fi ber

To transform Swan Vario Paddle ref. 425 in a kayak paddle!

424 SWAN CARBONE FIBER

COLORSSPECIFICATION

Thermoformed 
carbon

425 × 220 mm
656 cm2

220 cm 630 g to stick

Handle stick

ø 30 mm
Aluminium

421 SWAN PIROGUE

COLORSSPECIFICATION

Fibrylon
425 × 220 mm

656 cm2

115, 120, 125, 130, 135 cm 612 g

Handle stick
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CANOE PADDLES
470 RENTAL CANOE PADDLE

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 28 mm 
Reinforced 
aluminium

Polypropylene 
425 × 220 mm 

656 cm2

120 -> 160 cm  5 cm 860 g 
140 cm

GRIP

413 NATURE RIVER PADDLE

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 28 mm 
Aluminium

Fibrylon 
527 × 200 mm 

775 cm2

120 -> 160 cm  10 cm 860 g 
140 cm

GRIP

411 RIVER PADDLE FIRST

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 28 mm 
Aluminium

Fibrylon 
527 × 200 mm 

775 cm2

120 -> 160 cm  5 cm 860 g 
140 cm

GRIP
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CANOE PADDLES

460 KID CANOE PADDLE

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 25 mm 
Aluminium

Polypropylene 100–110–120–130 cm 350 g 
110 cm

876 CLEVER

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 28 mm 
Aluminium

Fibrylon 
527 × 200 mm 

775 cm2

0º/90º 210 / 2×140 cm 1690 g GRIP

Convertible paddle. 2 canadian paddles length 140 cm in one kayak paddle length 210 cm.

436 TAKE APART RIVER

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm 
Aluminium

Fibrylon 
527 × 200 mm 

775 cm2

 150 cm 1050 g GRIP

Supplied with cover.
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CANOE PADDLES

145 cm 610 g 
145 cm

COLORS

472 ECONOMIC PADDLE

SPECIFICATION

ø 25 mm  
Aluminium

Polypropylene 120 cm

GRIP

860 KID PADDLE

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 25 mm 
Aluminium

Polypropylene 90º 150–170 cm 540 g 
170 cm

473 TELESCOPIC PADDLE

SPECIFICATION

ø 26/30 mm 
Aluminium

Polypropylene 58/83,5 cm; 90/145 cm
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243 150 WOODEN YAMPA PADDLE

SPECIFICATION

Poplar and walnut tree.

530 × 160 mm

242 WOODEN PADDLE

REFERENCE 

242 100 

242 120 

242 140

LENGHT 
100 cm
120 cm
140 cm

BLADE SIZE 
400 × 130 mm
530 × 150 mm
530 × 150 mm

244 150 WOODEN HUALAPAI PADDLE

SPECIFICATION

Epinette, cedar, ash.

450 × 200 mm

CANOE PADDLES
WOODEN

245 130 DRAGON BOAT PADDLE

SPECIFICATION

Spruce blade with side reinforcements in ash wood.
Spruce shaft with side reinforcements in ash wood.
Grip in maple wood.

480 × 175 mm
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KAYAK PADDLES

744 TWIN FIRST SENIOR

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm 
Aluminium

Fibrylon 
462 × 193 mm 

662 cm2

200 -> 225 cm  5 cm 1180 g 
225 cm

GRIP65º

746 TAKE APART TWIN

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm 
Aluminium

Fibrylon 
453 × 193 mm 

662 cm2

  

210–220 cm GRIP

65º

704 SWIFT FIRST JUNIOR

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 28 mm 
Aluminium

Fibrylon 
460 × 190 mm 

589 cm2

160 -> 200 cm  10 cm 970 g 
195 cm

GRIP65º

719 TWIN FIRST JUNIOR

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 28 mm 
Aluminium

Fibrylon 
462 × 193 mm 

662 cm2

160 -> 205 cm  5 cm 1040 g 
195 cm

GRIP65º
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716 SWIFT FIRST SENIOR

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm 
Aluminium

Fibrylon 
451 × 190 mm 

589 cm2

200 -> 220 cm  10 cm 1100 g 
225 cm

GRIP65º

707 SWIFT ALU SENIOR

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm  
Aluminium

Fibrylon 
451 × 190 mm 

589 cm2

200 -> 220 cm  10 cm

1100 g 
225 cm

 

ERGO GRIP

 65º

786 TAKE APART SWIFT

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm 
Aluminium

Fibrylon 
451 × 190 mm 

589 cm2

210 / 220 cm

1130 g 
210 cm

 

ERGO GRIP

 -65º/ 0º/ -65º

ø 30 mm 
Aluminium

1300 g 
210 cm

788 SWIFT FOUR

COLORSSPECIFICATION

Fibrylon 
451 × 190 mm 

589 cm2

220 cm 

ERGO GRIP

 -65º/ 0º/ -65º

Take apart length 65 cm. Supplied with cover.

KAYAK PADDLES
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711 SWIFT CARBONE FIBER PADDLE

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm  
Carbon fiber

Fibrylon 
451 × 190 mm 

589 cm2

200 -> 220 cm  5 cm

960 g 
210 cm

  65º

776 TAKE APART SWELL

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm 
Aluminium

Fibrylon 
512 × 180 mm 

642 cm2

210 -> 240 cm  10 cm

1260 g 
230 cm

ERGO GRIP

  65º

765 SWELL ALU

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm 
Aluminium

Fibrylon 
512 × 180 mm 

642 cm2

200 -> 240 cm  10 cm

1130 g 
225 cm

ERGO GRIP

  65º

778 SWELL ALU VARIO

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm 
Aluminium

Fibrylon 
512 × 180 mm 

642 cm2

210 / 218–220 / 228 cm

1260 g 
210 cm

ERGO GRIP

 0°–90° 
+ 8 cm

  

KAYAK PADDLES
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779 SWELL CARBONE FIBER PADDLE VARIO

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm  
Carbon fiber

Fibrylon 
512 × 180 mm 

642 cm2

210 / 218–220 / 228 cm 1170 g 
220 cm

  

  0°–90° 
+ 8 cm 

766 SWELL CARBONE FIBER PADDLE

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm  
Carbon fiber

Fibrylon 
512 × 180 mm 

642 cm2

210 -> 230 cm  10 cm

1070 g 
220 cm

  65° 

759 SWING ALU BLACK

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm 
Aluminium

Fibrylon 
513 × 158 mm 

571 cm2

200 -> 240 cm  10 cm

1130 g 
225 cm

ERGO GRIP

  65º

ø 30 mm 
Aluminium

1260 g 
210 cm

757 SWING ALU TAKE APART 2 PARTS

COLORSSPECIFICATION

Fibrylon 
513 × 158 mm 

571 cm2

210 -> 240 cm  10 cm

ERGO GRIP

   

KAYAK PADDLES
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Supplied with cover.

724 SWING FIBRE CARBONE THERMO-CARBONE

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm  
Carbon fiber

Thermoformed 
carbon 

513 × 158 mm 
571 cm2

210 -> 230 cm  5 cm

930 g 
220 cm

  65º

726 SWING CARBONE FIBER

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm  
Carbon fiber

Fibrylon 
513 × 158 mm 

571 cm2

210 -> 230 cm  5 cm

940 g 
220 cm

  65º

728 SWING FIBRE CARBONE VARIO THERMO-CARBONE

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm  
Carbon fiber

Thermoformed 
carbon 

513 × 158 mm 
571 cm2

210 / 218–220 / 228 cm 1030 g 
220 cm

  

  0°–90° 
+ 8 cm 

Supplied with cover.

729 SWING CARBONE FIBER VARIO

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm  
Carbon fiber

Fibrylon 
513 × 158 mm 

571 cm2

210 / 218–220 / 228 cm 1040 g 
220 cm

  

  0°–90° 
+ 8 cm 

KAYAK PADDLES
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930 g 
170 cm

790 SWAT ALU/FIBRYLON JUNIOR

SPECIFICATION

ø 28 mm 
Reinforced 
aluminium

Fibrylon 
456 × 183 mm 

587 cm2

160 -> 205 cm  5 cm 55º

GRIP

793 SWAT ALU/FIBRYLON SÉNIOR

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm 
Reinforced 
aluminium

Fibrylon 
456 × 183 mm 

587 cm2

180 -> 205 cm  5 cm 1030 g 
190 cm

 55º

GRIP

COLORS

870 g 
190 cm

to stick

797 SWAT FIBRE CARBONE THERMO-CARBONE

SPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm  
Carbon fiber

Thermoformed 
carbon 

456 × 183 mm 
587 cm2

205 cm MAX 

Supplied with cover.

930 SAWATCH JUNIOR REINFORCED

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 28 mm 
Reinforced 
aluminium

Polypropylene 
425 × 220 mm 

656 cm2

160 -> 205 cm  5 cm 1060 g 
200 cm

GRIP90º

KAYAK PADDLES
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940 SAWATCH SENIOR REINFORCED

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm 
Reinforced 
aluminium

Polypropylene 
425 × 220 mm 

656 cm2

200 -> 225 cm  5 cm 1100 g 
210 cm

GRIP90º

ARCHIPEL 

SPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Fiberglass 210 -> 240 cm  5 cm  

ARCHIPEL FIBERGLASS 510

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Carbon fiber 210 -> 240 cm  5 cm  

ARCHIPEL CARBON FIBER 512

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Fiberglass 210/218-220/228-230/238 cm  

ARCHIPEL FIBERGLASS VARIO 511

 0°–90° 
+ 8 cm 

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Carbon fiber 210/218-220/228-230/238 cm  

ARCHIPEL CARBON FIBER VARIO 513

 0°–90° 
+ 8 cm 

KAYAK PADDLES

COLORS
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ORCA

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Fiberglass 210 -> 240 cm  5 cm  

ORCA FIBERGLASS 540

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Carbon fiber 210 -> 240 cm  5 cm  

ORCA CARBON FIBER 542

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Fiberglass 210/218-220/228-230/238 cm  

ORCA FIBERGLASS VARIO 541

 0°–90° 
+ 8 cm 

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Carbon fiber 210/218-220/228-230/238 cm  

ORCA CARBON FIBER VARIO 543

 0°–90° 
+ 8 cm 

DELPHINA

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Fiberglass 210 -> 240 cm  5 cm  

DELPHINA FIBERGLASS 530

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Carbon fiber 210 -> 240 cm  5 cm  

DELPHINA CARBON FIBER 532

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Fiberglass 210/218-220/228-230/238 cm  

DELPHINA FIBERGLASS VARIO 531

 0°–90° 
+ 8 cm 

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Carbon fiber 210/218-220/228-230/238 cm  

DELPHINA CARBON FIBER VARIO 533

 0°–90° 
+ 8 cm 

KAYAK PADDLES

SPECIFICATION COLORS

SPECIFICATION COLORS
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ALOONAQ

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Fiberglass 210 -> 240 cm  5 cm  

ALOONAQ FIBERGLASS 500

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Carbon fiber 210 -> 240 cm  5 cm  

ALOONAQ CARBON FIBER 502

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Fiberglass 210/218-220/228-230/238 cm  

ALOONAG FIBERGLASS VARIO 501

 0°–90° 
+ 8 cm 

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Carbon fiber 210/218-220/228-230/238 cm  

ALOONAQ CARBON FIBER VARIO 503

 0°–90° 
+ 8 cm 

TOURING

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Fiberglass 210 -> 240 cm  5 cm  

TOURING FIBERGLASS 550

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Carbon fiber 210 -> 240 cm  5 cm  

TOURING CARBON FIBER 552

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Fiberglass 210/218-220/228-230/238 cm  

TOURING FIBERGLASS VARIO 551

 0°–90° 
+ 8 cm 

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Carbon fiber 210/218-220/228-230/238 cm  

TOURING CARBON FIBER VARIO 553

 0°–90° 
+ 8 cm 

KAYAK PADDLES

SPECIFICATION COLORS

SPECIFICATION COLORS
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BALANCE

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Fiberglass 210 -> 240 cm  5 cm  

BALANCE FIBERGLASS   520

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Carbon fiber 210 -> 240 cm  5 cm  

BALANCE CARBON FIBER 522

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Fiberglass 210/218-220/228-230/238 cm  

BALANCE FIBERGLASS VARIO 521

 0°–90° 
+ 8 cm 

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Carbon fiber 210/218-220/228-230/238 cm  

BALANCE CARBON FIBER VARIO 523

 0°–90° 
+ 8 cm 

WING

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Fiberglass 210 -> 240 cm  5 cm  

WING FIBERGLASS 560

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Carbon fiber 210 -> 240 cm  5 cm  

WING CARBON FIBER 562

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Fiberglass 210/218-220/228-230/238 cm  

WING FIBERGLASS VARIO 561

 0°–90° 
+ 8 cm 

ø 30 mm 
Carbon

Carbon fiber 210/218-220/228-230/238 cm  

WING CARBON FIBER VARIO 563

 0°–90° 
+ 8 cm 

KAYAK PADDLES

SPECIFICATION COLORS

SPECIFICATION COLORS
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906 ECONOMIC PADDLE

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm
Aluminium

Polypropylene 0º 200 / 210 cm 880 g
210 cm

GRIP

880 TAKE APART ECONOMIC PADDLE

COLORSSPECIFICATION

ø 30 mm
Aluminium

Polypropylene 0º 200 cm 210 g
200 cm

GRIP

GREENLAND WOODEN PADDLE

SPECIFICATION

220 cm 950-–110 gø 30 mm
Wood

Wood

KAYAK PADDLES
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72 130 ZA OAR FOR INFLATABLE BOAT

SPECIFICATION

ø 28 mm
Aluminium

Take apart
polypropylene
300 × 170 mm

130 cm

ø 30 mm
Aluminium

167 OAR FOR BOAT

SPECIFICATION

Polypropylene
310 × 190 mm

130 / 150 cm

OARS

WITH COLLAR

162 150

162 160

162 180

162 200

162 220

150 cm
160 cm
180 cm
200 cm
220 cm

166/162 JOINTED OAR

WITHOUT COLLAR

166 160

166 180

166 200

166 220

160 cm
180 cm
200 cm
220 cm

165/161 OAR

SPECIFICATION

ø 35 mm
Aluminium

Polypropylene
600 × 130 mm

150-–220 cm
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OARS
168/164 JOINTED OAR

WITHOUT COLLAR

168 130

168 160

168 180

168 200

168 220

130 cm
160 cm
180 cm
200 cm
220 cm

WITH COLLAR

164 160

164 180

164 200

164 220

160 cm
180 cm
200 cm
220 cm

151 WOODEN OAR

SPECIFICATION

ø 44 mm
Wooden shaft

Varnished wooden oar made of north pine.

152 WOODEN OAR

ø 42 mm
Wooden shaft

LENGTHS

165 CM

180 CM

200 CM

225 CM

240 CM

270 CM

300 CM

152

58 × 12,5 cm
63 × 12,8 cm
63 × 12,8 cm
63 × 12,8 cm
63 × 12,8 cm
63 × 12,8 cm
63 × 12,8 cm

151

46,5 × 11 cm
46,5 × 11 cm
46,5 × 11 cm
46,5 × 11 cm
46,5 × 11 cm
59 × 11,5 cm
63 × 12 cm
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BOAT HOOK

BOAT HOOK

180 WOODEN Wooden boathook 120/180/220 cm
ø 28 mm

181 ALU Aluminium boathook 120/160/180/210/240 cm
ø 28 mm

281 881 TELESCOPIC Economic boathook 120 cm
ø 23,5 mm aluminium shaft
Plastic hook

284 883 STAINLESS STEEL 
AUTOMATIC SNAP

284 883 Stainless steel  
automatic snap for hook  
281884 and boathook  
281881 ø10 mm

184 120 ECO Telescopic boathook 130/220 cm
ø 25–30 mm

281 125 TELESCOPIC ECONOMY Eco telescopic boathook 130/220 cm
ø 26–30 mm



ARCTIC EXPLORERS

ARCTIC EXPLORERS TIMO PALO AND  
AUDUN THOLFSEN WERE DROPPED AT THE 
GEOGRAPHICAL NORTH POLE, WHERE THEY 
STARTED THEIR EPIC JOURNEY BACK HOME.
USING LIFESTYLE KAYAKS AS SLEIGHS.

TIMO PALO AND AUDUN THOLFSEN

“We travelled approximately 1600 kilometers during the 72 days. About  400 
kilometers of that was paddling.”

18
2



“First of all we want to thank all 
of you who you have been with us 
in thoughts and words! The mes-
sages what were received from 
you via Iridium phone had a lot 
of spiritual strength that made us 
believe more into success, even 
when there were hard times. We 
felt us not alone at all!” 18
3



DEALERS
ONLINE ORDERING

Tahe Outdoors Dealer online ordering site al-
lows you to order products 24 hours a day, 7 
days a week, with up-to-date product informa-
tion, including all Tahe Outdoor brands and 
products.

Simple and user friendly navigation

3 different languages - English, German and French

Product catalogues and product specifications

Build your own product by choosing different features, 
from must to colour and product code

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT
WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM

18
4

Download different materials - user manuals, photos, 
logos, PDF-catalogues etc.

Upsell and cross-sell possibilities for additional buying 
customers. We always care about feedback of our test-
ers. We always care about our customers, as reputa-
tion and trust are the most important keywords in wa-
tersport industry. Our mission is to change your lifestyle 
and we do utmost everything to reach this goal!
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PREMIUM QUALITY WATER-SPORT EQUIPMENT FROM 8 

DIFFERENT BRANDS WITH ATTENTION TO EVERY SINGLE 
DETAIL AND CONCERN FOR THE ENVIRONMENT.


